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Abstract 
 
 The motets of Johann Christoph Bach (1642-1703) represent a small, but richly 

expressive body of work that has fallen out of regular performance in the modern day. In 

the generation just following his life, however, Bach was lavished with praise for his 

colorful text setting in historical family documents compiled by his younger cousin 

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) and his son Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (1714-1788). 

Composers of Lutheran sacred vocal music studied rhetoric as part of the Lateinschulen 

curriculum, and developed a method of applying the rhetorical process of spoken oratory 

to the process of musical composition. This included the equation of specific musical 

gestures to ornamental figures of speech, known as musical-rhetorical devices, which 

composers utilized to bring text to emotionally stirring, persuasive delivery. 

The motets of Bach were composed in the midst of a large-scale 

reconceptualization of harmony spurred by the codification of the harmonic triad as the 

basic unit of harmony, rather than the melodically based modal system of the 

Renaissance. This is the transitional period between modality and modern tonality. Bach 

actively composed near the end of this century-long transition, and his harmonic 

language contains elements of both harmonic systems. I provide an exploration of the 

expressive techniques of Johann Christoph Bach as seen in a sample selection of three 

motets that were composed amidst the transitional harmonic atmosphere of seventeenth-

century Germany, and focus on Bach’s varied application of musical-rhetorical devices to 

render each clause of text persuasive and memorable. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

The Life and Career of Johann Christoph Bach 

Johann Christoph Bach (1642-1703), cousin of Johann Ambrosius Bach (1645-

1695), is recognized as a prominent member of the Bach family. He was born in Arnstadt 

and spent virtually his entire career in Eisenach, where he worked as organist of the 

Georgenkirche (St. George’s Church) and organist/harpsichordist for the court chapel of 

the Duke of Eisenach (from 1665 until his death). 

As a keyboardist, his primary duties did not include the composition of vocal 

works for liturgical use, for this fell within the duties of the Kantor, and the vocal motets 

and concerted vocal works in his output were written as private commissions for funerals, 

weddings, and civic events. Even though the creation of these works formed a subsidiary 

part of his responsibilities at Eisenach, that they were works of quality is evinced by the 

fact that they continued to be well regarded by professional musicians long after his 

death.1 This legacy is noted in three important eighteenth-century documents created after 

his death: the Ursprung (genealogy) written by Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750); 

Johann Sebastian Bach’s obituary, written by his son Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (1714-

1788); and the first biography of Johann Sebastian Bach, written by Johann Nikolaus 

Forkel (1749-1818). 

The entry for J.C. Bach (hereafter referred to as “Bach”) in Johann Sebastian 

Bach’s Ursprung is one of the few entries containing a personal opinion of a family 

member’s musical craft. Johann Sebastian Bach labels him as a “profound composer,” 

despite his only ever having worked as an organist. In an additional supporting note by 

                                                
1 Christoph Wolff, Walter Emery and Richard Jones, The New Grove Bach Family (London: 

Papermac Macmillan, 1991) 25, 32-35. 
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Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach in the same document, Bach is described as a “the great and 

expressive composer.”2 Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach again praises Bach in the obituary for 

his father, and describes him as “strong in the invention of beautiful ideas as well as in 

the expression of the meaning of the words.”3 A full paragraph in the brief family history 

constituting the beginning of the obituary is devoted to his compositional cunning. Other 

family members are offered only a sentence or two. Finally, the first chapter of Forkel’s 

biography of Johann Sebastian Bach echoes Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach’s praises from 

the obituary, and adds “C. Ph. Emmanuel [sic] had particular esteem for him. It is still 

quite fresh in my remembrance how good-naturedly the old man smiled at me at the most 

remarkable and hazardous passages.”4 

Surprisingly, scholarship concerning Bach, while acknowledging the respect his 

family held for his craft, has yet to analyze the salient style features of his expressive 

techniques. Examination of his vocal works suggests, that his compositional approach 

was influenced by musical-rhetorical practices like those described by contemporary 

German aestheticians and music theorists such as Joachim Burmeister (1564-1629). 

For the purposes of the study analysis will be limited to a representative sample of 

three of Bach’s vocal motets: two for single chorus and basso continuo, Der Gerechte, ob 

er gleich zu zeitig stirbt (SATTB, bc), and Fürchte dich nicht (SATTB, bc); and one 

motet for double chorus and continuo, Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh’ dorthin 

(SATB/SATB, bc). Two of the motets (Fürchte dich nicht, and Merk auf, mein Herz) 

                                                
2 Christoph Wolff, The New Bach Reader: a Life of Johann Sebastian Bach in Letters and 

Documents, ed. Hans T. David, and Arthur Mendel (New York: W.W. Norton & Company Inc., 1998), 
288. 
 

3 Ibid., 298. 
 
4 Ibid., 423. 
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employ the use of a pre-existing Lutheran hymn tune in their formal construction. As 

stated above, Bach’s motets were the products of commissions outside of his typical 

duties as organist, and this is reflected in this sampling of pieces. Der Gerechte and 

Fürchte dich nicht deal with funerary themes, while Merk auf, mein Herz sets seven 

stanzas of Martin Luther’s Christmas hymn Vom Himmel hoch, da komm ich her. 

 

The Motet in Seventeenth-Century Germany 

The term motet has been subjected to a multitude of definitions according to its 

time and/or region of use, therefore a working definition for this study must be 

established. Modern scholars who have studied vocal music created during the 

seventeenth century not been entirely consistent in their application of the term, and have 

applied it to several different types of vocal polyphony. This inconsistency stems from a 

lack of consistency in the application of the term on the part of seventeenth-century 

theorists and composers. Some Baroque theorists and composers regarded the terms 

motet and concerto as synonymous and interchangeable, as demonstrated in the treatise 

Syntagma Musicum III (1619) by Michael Prætorius (1571-1621).5 Others such as Marco 

Scacchi (1600-1662) point to the instrumental complement as the principal distinguishing 

feature between the two terms. In his Breve discorso sopra la musica moderna (1648), 

Scacchi describes four genres of sacred music existing in the first half of the seventeenth 

century: masses/motets from four to eight voices without organ, the same with organ or 

multiple choirs with organ, works “in concerto,” and motets and concertos in Seconda 

                                                
5 Hans Lampl, “A Translation of Syntagma Musicum III by Michael Prætorius” (DMA diss., 

University of Southern California, 1957), 31, accessed May 4, 2019, https://search-proquest 
com.ezproxy3.library.arizona.edu/docview/1644544811?accountid=8360. 
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Practica. Seventeenth-century Italian writers, when using the term concerto, simply refer 

to a musical work which calls for a variety of instrument types and voices playing 

together as one ensemble. The popular modern imagery of any implication of struggle or 

battle between instruments or groups of instruments is founded in a mis-translation of the 

Italian verb concertare on the part of Michael Praetorious. Italian writers were more 

likely commenting upon the difficulty of creating a homogenous, pleasing sound when 

combining instruments that use a variety of tuning systems.6  

Andreas Hammerschmidt (1611/2-1675) also differentiated between the motet 

and the concerto with regard to whether or not the piece called for an instrumental 

complement. Unlike Scacchi, he considered motets to be vocal works in which the 

continuo part is optional or not present, and used the term concerto to describe vocal 

pieces with continuo parts that feature solo vocal sections in declamatory style, and/or 

obbligato instrumental parts, necessitating an accompanying continuo group. 

Hammerschmidt also differentiates between the motet and concerto in terms of texture. 

He notes that motets are generally more homophonic, featuring homogeneity between 

musical sections, while concertos feature more pervasive counterpoint and strong contrast 

between sections.7 

Hammerschmidt’s distinctions refer to the sixteenth-century Latin- and German-

texted motets collected in two volumes and widely circulated throughout Germany in 

Erhard Bodenschatz’s (1576-1636) Florilegium Portense (1612/1618). These motets by 

composers including but not limited to Jacob Handl (1550-1591), Hans Leo Hassler 

                                                
6 Claude V. Palisca, Baroque Music (Upper Saddle River: Prentice Hall Inc., 1991) 55-57, 63-65. 
 
7 Kerala J. Snyder, Dieterich Buxtehude: Organist in Lübeck (Rochester: Rochester University 

Press, 2007), 150-151. 
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(1564-1612), Orlando di Lasso (1532-1594), Melchior Vulpius (1570-1615), Hieronymus 

Prætorius (1560-1629), and Giovanni Gabrieli (1557-1612), originally were composed 

without continuo parts, as this practice had not yet been established in the sixteenth 

century. It was Bodenschatz who added continuo parts to the motets of the Florilegium 

Portense.  

Johann Gottfried Walther (1684-1748) and Johann Mattheson (1681-1764) 

provide a slightly different distinction between the motet and concerto as 

Hammerschmidt. Walther and Mattheson are more concerned with the role of instruments 

added to the ensemble apart from the continuo group, rather than their existence: in a 

motet, any instruments outside of the continuo group must only serve to support the 

vocalists by playing colla parte. Mattheson calls this an “essential condition” of the 

motet.8 

This distinction by Mattheson serves to most clearly differentiate between the 

vocal motets and vocal concertos of Bach. All of his motets include continuo parts in 

their original versions, and thus could be confused for concertos as per Hammerschmidt’s 

definition. In addition, throughout the seventeenth century, motets, influenced by 

concertos, began to incorporate more imitative and contrapuntal material as well as 

strong contrasts between musical sections, as can be seen in those of Bach and his 

contemporaries. Walther’s and Mattheson’s definition of the motet concerning the role of 

instruments is unaffected by the motet’s incorporation of more contrasting, less 

homophonic qualities of the concerto, and can be readily applied to the vocal works of 

Bach. 

                                                
8 Daniel R. Melamed, J.S. Bach and the German Motet (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1995) 7-20. 
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It is important to note that despite the small variations in technical distinction 

between the two genres, a common thread exists between them: that the vocal material, 

therefore also the text, is the focal point of the motet. As this study focuses on Bach’s 

methods of colorful textual expression, analysis of vocal motets, without the additional 

musical material of obbligato instruments, provides further focus to the discussion. A 

selection of motets provides ample opportunities to observe textually expressive events 

within a variety of thematic contexts and formal structures. Prominent musicologist 

Christoph Wolff begins to explain the reasoning behind this approach to text setting 

among seventeenth-century German composers: 

The expressive style of Lassus and his followers…exerted a greater influence in 
northern and central Germany than the textually less committed manner of the 
Palestrina school. This repertory was handed down in printed collections 
(especially Bodenschatz’s Florilegium Portense, 1618) and performed well into 
the 18th century, and the musical-rhetorical principles of the Latin motet (as 
codified in the numerous treatises on musica poetica) was [sic] transferred 
directly to the German text-motet.9 

 
For this study, motet refers to sacred vocal works written for two or more voices, 

accompanied by basso continuo, with possible added instruments playing only colla parte 

with the voices. Motets set biblical scripture or prose, occasionally Lutheran chorale 

texts, and alternate between contrasting sections of homophony and polyphony. Each 

phrase of the text is set with distinctive motivic and harmonic material, which brings the 

words a more persuasive and emotionally stirring delivery. 

 

 

 

                                                
9 Ernest H. Sanders, et al., “Motet,” Grove Music Online, accessed May 5, 2019, 

https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.40086. 
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The Lutheran Marriage of Music and Rhetoric 

Though sixteenth-century theorists and composers such as Gioseffo Zarlino 

(1517-1590) drew connections between rhetoric and music. The superimposition of 

Classical rhetorical theories onto musical craft was a prominent feature of the works of 

music theorists such as Christoph Bernhard (1628-1692) and Joachim Burmeister (1564-

1629) who worked in Germany during the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. This 

new musical aesthetic marks an important shift in the perception of music’s function, and 

may be used to differentiate composers of other regions and religious traditions, such as 

French and Italian Catholics, from those of the German Baroque. In Le Istitutioni 

Harmoniche (1558) Zarlino indicates that the primary concern of the composer is to most 

correctly display in musical fashion the emotions expressed in the text. “Through correct 

text declamation and sensitive text expression, words and music were to be brought into a 

balanced equilibrium…theorists and composers alike regarded the text as the object of 

affective expression.”10 

The teachings on and advocacy of music by Martin Luther (1483-1546), 

combined with the reformed curriculum of the Lutheran Lateinschulen as designed by co-

reformist Philip Melanchthon (1497-1560), contributed significantly to an environment 

that would cause this unique merger of the musical and rhetorical disciplines. Luther 

believed and taught that music was a gift from God, and therefore subject to the rules of 

the cosmos, and most certainly was not a human creation. Additionally, the purpose of 

music, especially when constructed around a sacred text, was to “impart divine truth both 

                                                
10 Dietrich Bartel, Musica Poetica (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997), 31-32. 
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to those who heard it and to those who performed or studied it.”11 To late sixteenth- and 

seventeenth-century German Lutherans, music was just as much a teaching tool designed 

to instill clearer understanding through stirring the emotions as was the priest’s homily, 

and was equally understood to be of divine origin. In contrast to theories like those of 

Zarlino, this brings the listener, rather than the text, to the center of the Lutheran 

composer’s concern. In this light, there was little conceptual difference between a spoken 

oration and a sacred motet. 

The humanistic educational reforms overseen by Melanchthon as part of the 

Protestant Reformation (1517) were responsible for bringing the trivium (grammar, 

dialect, and rhetoric) to the core of the Lateinschulen curriculum alongside music; 

rhetoric especially, was a “discipline most helpful in preaching the word.”12 Under this 

system, it was the Kantor who taught rhetoric and music, contributing to the inevitable 

blending of the disciplines. 

Seventeenth-century German theories of rhetoric are founded in the Classical 

writings of Cicero (106 B.C.-43 B.C.) and Quintilian (35-100). At the time, their writings 

were in wide circulation throughout Europe, and describe rhetoric as a methodology for 

deliberate crafting and structuring of a spoken argument from inception to completion, as 

well as a system of decorating or ornamenting each individual section of the argument, 

culminating in persuasive and affecting delivery of heightened speech. Quintilian writes 

about the concept of decorating or heightening speech with specific rhetorical figures, 

which he assigns Latin and Greek names. Rhetorical figures manifest in many different 

                                                
11 Ibid., 3-9. 
 
12Dietrich Bartel, “Rhetoric in German Baroque Music: Ethical Gestures,” The Musical Times 144, 

no. 1885 (Winter 2003): 15. 
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ways, including but not limited to, repetition, pauses, raising or lowering the volume or 

pitch of the voice, and so on. “Words or phrases could be altered or repeated in various 

ways with the intent of lending the oration greater power and charm, for there is no more 

effective method of exciting the emotions than an apt use of figures.”13 

According to Blake Wilson, “German theorists wrote music tutors that 

increasingly aligned rhetorical principles with the craft of musical composition,”14 

including Musica Poetica (1606) by Joachim Burmeister. He theorized that the Latin and 

Greek rhetorical figures used to decorate heightened speech should be utilized in the 

composition of music with the same persuasive intent, using corresponding musical-

rhetorical figures. He also gave the musical-rhetorical figures the Latin and Greek names 

of their spoken counterparts, as well as adding a number of new figures. Additionally, 

Burmeister provided an explicit model for a rhetorically based compositional method, 

from conception to completion. In this practice, musica poetica, music and rhetoric, 

possess the same goal: to teach and most deeply affect or convince the listener through 

deliberate structuring and careful embellishment. Though Burmeister was the first 

theorist to provide a collection of specific musical-rhetorical figures as such, the term 

musica poetica, and theories surrounding it, appear as early as the year 1533, in 

Rudimenta musicæ planæ by Nicolaus Listenius (1510-?), as well as in Præcepta musica 

poetica (1563) by Gallus Dressler (1533-1589).15 

                                                
13 Dietrich Bartel, Musica Poetica, 69-71. 
 
14 Blake Wilson, et al., “Rhetoric and Music,” Grove Music Online, accessed May 5, 2019, 

https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.43166. 
 
15 Dietrich Bartel, Musica Poetica, 19-20. 
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Among the dozens of contemporary treatises echoing this theory “there are 

numerous conflicts in terminology and definition,”16 as well as a great deal of overlap 

among their descriptions of musical-rhetorical figures contained within. The wide use of 

musical-rhetorical figures and rhetorical structure by composers of seventeenth-century 

Germany, however, is evident from the sheer number of authors publishing on the 

subject. Bach very likely encountered these writings during his schooling, as well as 

throughout his career, and rhetorical analysis of his motets provides a fascinating case 

study into an admired composer’s interpretation of musica poetica. 

 

Seventeenth-Century German Harmonic Innovation and the Trias harmonica 

Vital to conducting a thorough rhetorical analysis of the motets of Bach is an 

understanding of late seventeenth-century harmonic practice and thought, as a fair 

number of musical-rhetorical figures are defined in harmonic and/or intervallic terms. 

The most characteristic innovation of seventeenth-century German theorists, along with 

the aforementioned musica poetica, is the codification and exploration of the trias 

harmonica (harmonic triad) as the basis of harmony. Theorists of this period are largely 

preoccupied with how to combine the earlier melodically defined modes with vertically 

defined, triadic orientation. 

This vertical reconceptualization of harmony would eventually lead to what 

modern scholars call tonality, though Bach would not live to see this end result. His 

career is firmly situated in the heart of the transitional period between the first 

acknowledgement of the harmonic triad, and the modern tonal system of twelve major 

and twelve minor keys. Though it would be impossible to know exactly which treatises 
                                                

16 Ibid., 84. 
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Bach studied in his lifetime, even a casual glance at his motets reveals that he composed 

with knowledge and assimilation of the new triadic and modal orientation of thought as 

proposed and developed by theorists like Johannes Lippius (1584-1612), Johannes 

Crüger (1598-1662), and Andreas Werckmeister (1645-1706). 

 

The Trias harmonica 

Johannes Lippius, though he lived only twenty-seven years, made a lasting mark 

on German music theory through his codification of a new harmonic theory based on the 

trias harmonica (harmonic triad) in his treatise Synopsis musicæ novæ (1612). In it, he 

discusses harmonic structures in three sections: monads, dyads, and triads. The first deals 

with melodic intervals between pitches as well as conventions of pitch and rhythm 

notation. The second is revolutionary, in that it recognizes that octave inversion of 

harmonic thirds and fifths generates their corresponding consonant intervals, sixths and 

fourths, and that of seconds, generates their corresponding dissonant intervals, sevenths. 

The third section introduces the term Trias harmonica, referencing three pitches 

vertically stacked in thirds, defined in quality, naturalior (natural, or major) or mollior 

(soft, or minor), by the interval between the final (root), and the medius (middle pitch). 

Further, Lippius explains that these triads can be inverted, as well as occur in open 

position (difusa), and with doubling (aucta).17 

It is important to note that even when a triad is presented in an inverted form, the 

root remains the same, that is, the root is not always the lowest sounding pitch. This 

vertical orientation of music of seventeenth-century Germany results in the increased use 

                                                
17 Joel Lester, Between Modes and Keys: German Theory 1592-1802 (Stuyvesant: Pendragon 

Press), 38-40. 
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of chordal textures, as well as a polarity of bass harmony and melody, as compared to the 

motets of the high Renaissance. Further, Lippius also discusses the desirable perfection of 

the mathematical ratio between the pitches of a triad, and its inherent theological 

symbolism of the Christian Trinity, again illuminating the amalgamation of medieval 

rational thought and new revivals of humanist thought so characteristic of the German 

Baroque. 

The intensity of the preoccupation of German theorists with the triad as an 
expression of order, number, and perfection in its ration of 4:5:6, and its symbolic 
representation of the trinity, played a significant role in the ever-increasing 
vertical emphasis of compositional style. Of course the linear aspect of music 
continued to dominate composition through the seventeenth century, but the 
impact of triadic symbolism and triadic verticality is one result of the musica 
theoretica of German theorists and composers, and an aspect that is still too little 
understood.18 
 
This vertical reorientation of harmony, combined with the idea of triadic and 

intervallic inversion, also led Lippius to reimagine the medieval church modes in order to 

align with his natural and soft classifications of triads. He recognizes twelve modes in 

total: six legitimate modes, and their plagal counterparts separated into two groups, 

natural and soft as determined by the quality of the triad of the final. The authentic and 

plagal modes, rather than being generated by a species of a fourth above or fifth below 

the triad, are generated by adding the interval of a fourth above the highest note of the 

triad, or a fourth below the root, respectively.19 This further emphasizes a vertical, 

chordal conception of mode, rather than the former melodically conceived medieval 

approach. 

                                                
18 George Buelow, “Symposium on Seventeenth-Century Music Theory: Germany,” Journal of 

Music Theory 16, no. 1/2 (Spring–Winter, 1972): 36 – 49, accessed June 5, 2019, 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/843325. 

 
19 Lester, Between Modes and Keys, 41-43. 
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Table 1.1. The Twelve Modes According to Lippius 

Mode: 
Authentic (Plagal) 

Final (Root) Triad Quality 

Ionian (Hypoionian) C C-E-G natural 

Dorian (Hypodorian) D D-F-A soft 

Phrygian 
(Hypophrygian) 

E E-B-G soft 

Lydian F F-A-C natural 

Mixolydian G G-B-D natural 

Aeolian A A-C-E soft 
 

Lippius’s presented order of the modes is inspired by the writings of theorists like 

Gioseffo Zarlino who began his ordering of the modes with Ionian/Hypoionian in his 

publication Dimostrazione harmoniche (1571), and Sethus Calvisius (1556-1615), whom 

Lippius met in Leipzig. Other theorists continued to order the modes beginning with the 

Dorian mode. Lippius, however, referred to the Ionian mode, as the most natural mode.20 

Lippius rejected the triad based on B (B D F) because it spans the interval of a tritone, 

and offers no solution. 

It is important to highlight that in Synopsis musicæ novæ, Lippius separates the 

modes into the two categories, natural and soft, before the individual modes are presented 

and defined in order beginning with Ionian. This contrasts to the writings of Calvisius 

and Zarlino, who define the modes as independent octave species first, and later place 

them into categories. It highlights Lippius’s preoccupation with triad quality as well as 

                                                
20 Benito V. Rivera, “Johannes Lippius and His Musical Treatises” (PhD diss., Rutgers University, 

1974), 328-329, accessed Sept. 2, 2019, http://ezproxy.library.arizona.edu/login?url=https://search-
proquest-com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/docview/302757793?accountid=8360. 
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the idea that the three legitimate modes in each category share qualities in scalar 

construction. To Lippius, there are essentially two modes, natural and soft, with minor 

differences between each individual mode within their respective categories. Modes are 

not melodically defined—they are harmonically defined by the quality of the root triad. 

 Because of his early death, Lippius was unable to adequately develop his early 

writings. He presented ideas that would be echoed by writers in the next generation, 

though with their own interpretations. Many theorists were uncomfortable with drastic 

conceptual changes to the traditional modal system, and tempered some of Lippius’s 

most radical ideas. Composers and theorists who worked for the Lutheran church and 

Lateinschulen, especially, pointed out that the hymns sung in worship were written using 

traditional modes. Therefore, study of them was still relevant.21 

 

Johannes Crüger: A Theory of Contradictions 

Johannes Crüger, a prominent Lutheran composer, organist, and theorist, is 

credited with presenting the ideas of Lippius to a much wider audience, albeit through a 

more conservative lens. His writings feature a number of interesting innovations 

stemming from Lippius, as well as regressive contradictions that reflect a current of 

conservatism in German music theory of the time. More conservative theorists like 

Crüger opposed a total overhaul of the modes as presented by Zarlino and Lippius. 

Crüger is of interest because his writings on mode were included in the curriculum of the 

Lateinschulen: Præcepta musicæ practicæ figuralis (1625), and Quæstiones musicæ 

                                                
21 Lester, Between Modes and Keys, 50-52. 
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practicæ (1650). Additionally, he wrote a well known composition manual in two 

editions, Synopsis musica (1630, 1654).22 

His presentation of the modes in Præcepta musicæ practicæ is largely influenced 

by the writings of Lippius in that he defines the modes vertically, in terms of a root triad 

with an added fourth above (authentic) or below (plagal). In the same publication, 

however, there is no categorization of the modes based on their root triad’s quality. 

Synopsis musica does contain a separation of the modes into major and minor categories 

but only after they are individually discussed, in contrast to Lippius who emphasizes 

quality first. As well, Crüger contradicts himself in his Synopsis by defining the modes by 

octave species, rather than by triad, with an added fourth above or below as he had done 

previously.  

Interestingly, he provides a solution for the mode rejected by Lippius based on the 

triad (B D F), by raising the F one half step to F-sharp, creating the minor triad (B D F-

sharp), from which he generated the Hyperaeolian mode. In essence, this represents a 

transposed version of the Phrygian mode, but Crüger presents Hyperaeolian as an 

authentic mode in and of itself. Even Zarlino had written that modes could be transposed 

to any pitch, however Crüger disagreed. He also presents a collection of other possible 

triads after his presentation of the modes, names them according to their root and quality, 

but does not regard them as transpositions of existing modes.23 This exhibits a 

simultaneous recognition on the part of Crüger of expanding triadic possibilities, and the 

                                                
22 Ibid., 52. 
 
23 Ibid., 54-57. 
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emerging polarity of major and minor, but a reluctance to degrade the original modes by 

regarding these new triads as simple transpositions. 

Inspired by Crüger, a number of theorists in mid-seventeenth century Germany 

also offered various collections of major and minor triads implying modes that appear in 

addition to the traditional modes. Wolfgang Mylius (1631-1712/13) enumerates the 

twelve modes as presented by Zarlino and Lippius, modes on B-flat and E-flat, as well as 

an “assortment of modes built around the triads of D major, E major, F-sharp minor, A 

major, B major, and B minor.”24 Georg Falck (1630-1689) presents a similar, though 

slightly larger collection of extra modes. 

 

The Church Keys 

Another prominent trend of thought popular in seventeenth-century Germany 

stands in contrast to the teachings of Zarlino, Lippius, and Crüger. In his treatise 

L’Organo suonarino (1605), Adriano Banchieri (1568-1634) introduces a collection of 

eight church keys, which were derived from the most common extant modal 

transpositions, and presented with their finals and corresponding key signatures. 

Banchieri is not specific about their origins, and they are not discussed. The church keys 

were not originally separated into major or minor quality—rather, composers who used 

this system were free to use the tones without consideration of “the nature of mode, or to 

explain how the modes differed from one another.”25 

 

                                                
24 John Walter Hill, Baroque Music: Music in Western Europe 1580-1750 (New York: W. W. 

Norton & Company, 2005), 317. 
 
25 Lester, Between Modes and Keys, 77-78. 
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Table 1.2. The Church Keys of Adriano Banchieri 

Church Key Final (Root) Key Signature 

1 D none 

2 G 1 flat 

3 A none 

4 E none 

5 C none 

6 F 1 flat 

7 D 1 flat 

8 G none 
 

The eight church keys as proposed by Banchieri are contained in a large number 

of German treatises throughout the seventeenth century, however, the seventh tone was 

eventually changed to a triad based on D with one sharp in the key signature, which 

differentiated it further from the first tone, and created an accurate transposition of the 

Mixolydian mode. Georg Falck (1630-1689) includes this change in his 1688 treatise 

Idea boni cantoris alongside a listing of sixteen additional keys. Johann Mattheson lists 

them as the first eight of twenty-four keys in Das neu-eröffnete Orchestre (1713), and is 

the first to categorize the church keys by major or minor quality.26 

It is clear that theorists of seventeenth-century Germany uniformly recognize the 

expanding harmonic possibilities brought by the new triadic conceptualization of 

harmony, but they disagree on how to interpret new tonal centers. Are they simply 

transposed modes, or completely new, independent modes? Should the modes be 

                                                
26 Ibid., 80-82. 
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categorized as natural or soft before they are individually named, or is their root triad 

quality less important than the individual scalar differences between each? These 

questions are hardly answered in most theoretical texts published during the first half of 

the seventeenth century, and the functional relationships between triads are virtually 

unmentioned.  

 

Andreas Werckmeister: Contemporary of Johann Christoph Bach 

During the last quarter of the seventeenth century, Andreas Werckmeister, in his 

theoretical writings, attempted to reconcile the issues raised in contradictory scholarship 

of the first half of the century while also advocating for continuing to teach the traditional 

modes. In addition, he is the first to offer a discussion of functional triadic/harmonic 

relationships.  

Werckmeister, in Musicæ mathematicæ (1687), recognizes that the vast majority 

of the music of the day was composed using two modes: the natural or major mode (dur), 

based on the C Ionian scale and its root triad (C E G); and the less-perfect or minor mode 

(moll), based on the D Dorian scale, and its root triad (D F A). He also writes that these 

modes, as well as the twelve modes presented by Zarlino could be transposed to any final 

or root.27 Werckmeister would later replace the Dorian triad and scale with Aeolian as the 

basis for the minor mode, as reflected in his posthumously published Paradoxal-

Discourse (1707). 

In this discussion, however, Werckmeister still advocates for education on the 

twelve authentic modes so that students understand the harmonization of extant modal 

                                                
27 John Walter Hill, Baroque Music, 317-319. 
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chorale tunes, as well as the larger context from which his two major and minor modes 

were derived. 

He seems to speak from personal experience when he tells of musicians who 
regard g sharp as a regular note in Aeolian mode and who proceed to build a 
minor triad over a g sharp in the bass in compositions in that mode because they 
do not understand the modal ambitus. For him, only knowledge of the modes will 
prevent this type of error.28 
 
Additionally in Harmonologia musica (1702), Werckmeister advocates for the use 

of key signatures that correctly reflect modal transposition. An example given is Ionian 

transposed to A; it should be reflected by three sharps in the key signature, F-sharp, G-

sharp, and C-sharp. If only two sharps are present, the composer is writing in what 

Werckmeister calls nullius modi, or no mode. While Werckmeister comes very close to 

the modern idea of twenty-four keys, twelve major and twelve minor, the persistence of 

modal origin to his theories prevents a complete abandonment of the system. Rather, in 

his mind, there are 144 possibilities: twelve transpositions, of each of the twelve modes. 

Werckmeister notes, though, that the obvious prevalence of two modes renders further 

discussion of this point unwarranted.29 His represent a maturation of transpositional 

theories first introduced by Zarlino and Lippius. 

Another important discussion to arise in Werckmeister’s writing is that of 

harmonic function. He writes about two types of harmonic progressions: 

ascending/descending by thirds within a triad, and ascending/descending through the 

circle of fifths. These progressions appear in General-Bass (1698) and Paradoxal-

Discourse (1707). He does not view these as modulatory devices in the modern sense, but 

as devices for returning to a chord of origin, rather than modulating to a desired key. Still, 

                                                
28 Ibid., 92. 
 
29 Ibid. 
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the discussion of harmonic function is significant. It was Johann David Heinichen (1683-

1729) who eventually presented the circle of fifths as a practical compositional aid for 

modulating between keys in his Neu erfundene und gründliche Anweisung...des General-

Basses of 1711, eight years after the death of Bach.30 

The motets of Bach are best harmonically analyzed through the lens of Andreas 

Werckmeister, for a number of circumstantial and practical reasons. Werckmeister and 

Bach are direct contemporaries, with very similar birth and death dates. They are likely to 

have had similar educations in the Lutheran Lateinschulen, where the instructional 

manuals would have impressed upon them the importance of the traditional modal 

system. As well, they were both employees of the church—organists—and therefore 

likely viewed retention of modal origins to harmonic thought as important. 

The motets of Bach are written with key signatures located in the score, as 

advocated by Werckmeister, and their tonal centers are easily understood as 

transpositions of the Ionian and Aeolian modes. Therefore I will refer to the mode of a 

particular motet first by its tonal center by letter name, and then by mode. For example, a 

motet with one flat in the key signature and a tonal center on pitch F, will be called F 

Ionian. Individual triads will be referred to as their root letter name, quality, and 

inversion if necessary. It must be noted that use of the terms major and minor are only in 

reference to individual triad qualities, not as an acknowledgment of key. 

Further, the quasi-modulatory devices mentioned by Werckmeister can be readily 

found in the music of Bach, functioning as Werckmeister explained them in his writing: 

as a method of returning to a chord of origin. This short excerpt (see Musical Example 

1.1) from Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh’ dorthin, demonstrates Bach’s utilization of a 
                                                

30 Ibid., 92, 106-108. 
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circle-of-fifths progression in order to travel from the A minor triad to the B-flat major 

triad, in preparation for a cadential figure which returns to the home mode, F Ionian. 

 

Musical Example 1.1. Circle of Fifths in Merk auf, mein Herz und sieh’ dorthin,  
mm. 24-31.31 
 

  

                                                
31 All musical examples created by author using: Johann Christoph Bach, Sämtliche Motetten: 

Nach den Quellen herausgegeben von Ehrhard Franke (Leipzig: Edition Peters, 1982). 
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Musical Example 1.2. Ascension by Third in Merk auf, mein Herz und sieh’ dorthin,  
mm. 185-187 
 

 
 
 

Due to the extremely expressive language of Bach, which was first identified by 

Johann Sebastian Bach and his son Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, renewed interest in this 

small body of work is warranted. Bach’s motets represent a body of work that is often 

overshadowed by those of more prolific musical greats such as his younger contemporary 

Heinrich Schütz (1585-1672) before, and Johann Sebastian Bach after. The flood of 

treatises on musica poetica before, during, and after Bach’s lifetime indicate that analysis 

of rhetorical structure and musical-rhetorical devices is the best method to understand this 
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literature. Additionally, principles of the new, triadic, pre-tonal harmonic theory of 

Werckmeister are an essential part of discussing harmony’s role in the context of text 

expression, as well as in large- and small-scale formal structure of the motets. This 

rhetorical study reveals how Bach utilizes harmony in two ways: as a tool for expressive 

text delivery in the context of musical-rhetorical devices, and as a tool for structural and 

formal organization. 
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Chapter 2: Review of the Scholarly Literature 

Modern scholars of the Bach family in the English-speaking world have been 

provided a great gift through the research of Arthur Mendel (1905-1979), German-

American musicologist Hans T. David (1902-1967), and Christoph Wolff (b.1940). 

Mendel’s and David’s collaboration resulted in the publication of the original Bach 

Reader, which subsequently was reissued in a greatly enlarged and improved version as 

The New Bach Reader: A Life of Johann Sebastian Bach in Letters and Documents by 

Wolff.32 The latter edition provides “an accurate and lively picture of Johann Sebastian 

Bach’s small yet colorful world,” through English translations of his personal documents, 

letters, civic records, and family records. It also includes translations of primary sources 

reflecting his contemporary reception and influence into the Romantic era. This source 

provides the seminal evidence on which this study is founded, including the collection of 

short comments by Bach’s younger relatives detailed before, praising him and his 

musical craft. 

Christoph Wolff also has written on Bach specifically, and provides some of the 

most comprehensive and up-to-date English-language detailing of his career and home 

life. In his entry for Bach in The New Grove Bach Family, he reports that Bach would 

have come in contact with Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1787) and Johann Pachelbel 

(1653-1706) during his tenure at the court chapel of the Duke of Eisenach, since both 

composers had visited the court.33 Concerning his work in the church, Wolff points out 

that, not unlike his younger second-cousin Johann Sebastian Bach, Bach was often at 
                                                

32 Christoph Wolff, The New Bach Reader: A life of Johann Sebastian Bach in Letters and 
Documents, ed. Hans T. David and Arthur Mendel (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1998), 288, 298, 423. 

 
33 Christoph Wolff, “Johann Christoph Bach (13)” in The New Grove Bach Family, ed. Stanley 

Sadie (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1983), 32-35. 
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odds with the Eisenach town council over his salary, lack of housing accommodation, 

and the restoration of the organ of the Georgenkirche. Bach had a very close relationship 

with his cousin, violinist Johann Ambrosius Bach, who also worked as his copyist. It was 

through this relationship that Johann Sebastian Bach, son of Johann Ambrosius, came in 

contact with the music of Bach. A detailed account of Bach’s involvement in the 

restoration of the organ at the Georgenkirche by organist Lynn Edwards Butler, presents 

a rare look into the composer’s personal writings. He comments at length about the near 

completion of the project, and his future aspirations for the town of Eisenach. Where few 

sources are available, this article can help scholars form a more complete picture of Bach, 

the person.34 

The climate of socio-political upheaval in seventeenth-century Germany that set 

off the Lutheran pietistic reforms after the end of the Thirty Years War in 1648 has direct 

influence on the motets of Bach. John Walter Hill (b. 1942), in his survey of Baroque 

music, explains that the years of fighting between German Catholics and Lutherans had 

not come to a close with a clear victor. Lutherans lost territory to the Catholics, which 

caused a great sense of disillusionment with religious authorities. This dissolusionment 

manifested itself in two ways: secularization in some areas, and in others, a new religious 

movement known as Pietism, “characterized by subjectivity, mysticism, and mistrust of 

authority.” Philipp Jakob Spener (1635-1705) is regarded as the leader of the movement, 

and his teachings as revealed in the Pia Desideria of 1675 encourage a deeply emotional 

and personal approach to religion. This publication inspired a number of poets, including 

                                                
34 Lynn Edwards Butler, “Johann Christoph Bach’s New Organ for Eisenach’s Georgenkirche,” 

Bach 35, no. 1 (2004): 42-60, accessed February 05, 2019, https://www.jstor.org/stable/41640521. 
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Paul Gerhardt (1607-1676) and Johann Rist (1607-1767), whose work contains deeply 

passionate religious poetry that was set by many composers of the era.35 

Pietism’s influence on the motets of Bach can be found both in the texts that he 

chose to set, and in the words he chose to emphasize and adorn through musical-

rhetorical figures. A survey of his motets reveals a partiality for texts oriented in the first-

person view, or concerning issues of individual salvation, absolution, and communion 

with God. It cannot be said for certain whether Bach considered himself a direct follower 

of Pietistic teachings, though their general influence certainly had an impact on his 

emotive approach to music and text setting. 

Another small body of research concerning Bach comes from Indiana University 

musicologist Daniel Melamed. His interest in Bach is mainly in relation to Johann 

Sebastian Bach. He explores Bach’s influence on his younger cousin, and the inclusion of 

his motets into the Altbachisches Archiv, or ABA. Melamed also testifies to the difficulty 

musicologists have had with the false attribution of an early motet written by Johann 

Sebastian Bach to Bach. His book J.S. Bach and the German Motet specifically details 

the inclusion of seven motets by Bach into the ABA, and shares a number of musical 

examples exhibiting the influence of Bach’s motets on Johann Sebastian Bach’s 

compositional craft.36 In a separate article, he traces the journey of the motet Ich laße 

                                                
35 John Walter Hill, Baroque Music: Music in Western Europe, 1580-1750 (New York: W.W. 

Norton & Co., 2005), 287-288. 
 
36 Daniel R. Melamed, J.S. Bach and the German Motet (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2005). 
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dich nicht, located in the ABA, originally wrongly attributed to Bach, to its designation 

as an early motet of Johann Sebastian Bach.37 

Though it concerns the work of Dieterich Buxtehude (1637-1707), Kerala 

Snyder’s book Dieterich Buxtehude: Organist in Lübeck38 contains valuable discussion 

concerning extant vocal genre types using the works of a contemporary of Bach as an 

example. Buxtehude’s and Bach’s birth and death dates are nearly identical, though 

Buxtehude’s output has been much more exhaustively studied than that of Bach.. 

Snyder’s discussion of sacred vocal genres and their origins provides insight into my 

brief description of the motet genre in Bach’s lifetime. 

John Walter Hill’s Baroque Music: Music in Western Europe 1580-1750 makes 

substantial contributions to scholarship on rhetoric as it pertains to this study.39 Hill is not 

so much interested in the musical-rhetorical figures themselves, but in the application of 

formal rhetorical structure to musical composition. The first chapter of his book gives a 

short history of rhetorical practice, though the majority is spent detailing each of the five 

activities of the orator as described by Cicero in the first century B.C.: Invention, 

Disposition, Elocution, Memory, and Delivery. He discusses each in terms of its original 

purpose, and how they were interpreted in terms of music composition, and explains that 

the first three are of most concern to the composer. Memory and Delivery were primarily 

the concerns of the performer. 

                                                
37Daniel R. Melamed, “The Authorship of the Motet ‘Ich lasse dich nicht’,” Journal of the 

American Musicological Society 41, no. 3 (Autumn 1988): 491-526. 
 
38Kerala Snyder, Dieterich Buxtehude: Organist in Lübeck (Rochester: University of Rochester 

Press, 2007). 
 
39 John Walter Hill, Baroque Music: Music in Western Europe, 1580-1750 (New York: W.W. 

Norton & Co., 2005, 16-21. 
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One of the most extensive modern studies of the musical-rhetorical figures of the 

Baroque is the text Musica Poetica, by Dietrich Bartel (b. 1953).40 Part One of the book 

consists of a thorough examination of the Latin and Greek origins of rhetoric, and how 

interest in this subject by musicians has manifested in music of the Medieval, 

Renaissance, and Baroque eras. Bartel also discusses the Lutheran teachings and reforms 

regarding music, as well as the concept of the Affections, and thoroughly outlines the 

origins and principles of musica poetica. In the second part of his book, he surveys the 

writings of fifteen different theorists who wrote about musical-rhetorical figures and their 

application. The final and largest portion of the book is a comprehensive catalog of the 

hundreds of musical-rhetorical devices found in the Baroque treatises on musica poetica. 

For each device, Bartel provides any relevant commentary directly translated from the 

treatises discussed in part two, concerning its definition and application. He includes the 

original German or Latin text, as well as English translations. Bartel’s survey is an 

incredibly valuable addition to the study of rhetoric, especially due to its exhaustive 

approach. 

Bartel expands upon his rhetorical research, through an article in the Musical 

Times entitled, “Rhetoric in German Baroque Music: Ethical Gestures.”41 He makes the 

case for composers and performers, that what truly gives musical-rhetorical figures their 

meaning is not their definition or logistics of construction, but rather their method of 

application. This can pertain to how the devices fit into the larger musical texture, or the 

specific words the composer choose to decorate. For the performer, Bartel discusses the 
                                                

40 Dietrich Bartel, Musica Poetica: Musical-Rhetorical Figures in German Baroque Music. 
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997. 

 
41 Dietrich Bartel. “Rhetoric in German Baroque Music: Ethical Gestures,” The Musical Times 

144, no. 1885 (Winter 2003): 15-19, accessed June 5, 2019, https://www.jstor.org/stable/3650721. 
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use of ornaments at opportune expressive moments. He suggests that theorists and 

performers informed and inspired each other, since many of those writing about the 

rhetorical figures were performers themselves. This source will contribute to the 

conclusions of my document, including the implications of rhetorical analysis for 

performance. 

 John Walter Hill’s book Baroque Music: Music in Western Europe, 1580-1750, 

also provides important insight into the harmonic developments taking place during the 

time of Bach’s life.42 Hill’s summary of German music theory of the seventeenth century 

offers a short explanation of key harmonic innovations of the period that have a direct 

effect on understanding the harmonic language and devices of Bach. First is the 

establishment of the trias harmonica by Johannes Lippius, and the resulting vertical 

reorientation of structural harmonic thought. He adds that Lippius classified these triads 

based on their quality, naturalior (natural) and mollior (soft), which is determined by the 

interval between their final and medius. Additionally, Hill establishes that harmonic 

instructional texts popular during Bach’s life would have new harmonic theories, based 

on the most common transpositions of the traditional modes. 

A valuable resource for an understanding of German harmonic theory in the 

seventeenth century is a text by Joel Lester Between Modes and Keys: German Theory 

1592-1802.43 It contains a comprehensive look at harmonic treatises and detailed 

explanation of their contents beginning with Zarlino and Heinrich Glarean (1488-1563), 

and going through Johann Mattheson, and Johann Gottfried Walther. In addition to his 
                                                

42John Walter Hill, Baroque Music: Music in Western Europe, 1580-1750 (New York: W.W. 
Norton & Co., 2005), 315-319. 

 
43 Joel Lester, Between Modes and Keys: German Theory 1592-1802. (Stuyvesant: Pendragon 

Press, 1989). 
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own succinct explanation of the myriad issues discussed in the treatises, Lester provides a 

wealth of information in the footnotes throughout the text. This book is by far the most 

comprehensive English-language source detailing the transition from modality to tonality, 

and proves a necessary read for any scholar wishing to understand harmony in 

seventeenth-century Germany. 

Dr. Norman Douglas Anderson’s 1992 dissertation, Aspects of Early Major-

Minor Tonality: Structural Characteristics of the Music of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth 

Centuries, provides an in-depth explanation of the Kirchen Thon organization of 

harmony.44 Anderson compares and contrasts the development of the system through the 

work of two theorists, Adriano Banchieri and Guillaume-Gabriel Nivers. Anderson 

includes a highly useful diagram displaying the three types of cadences associated with 

each of the Kirchen Thon, as proposed by Banchieri. Joel Lester’s scholarship, 

Anderson’s dissertation, and John Walter Hill’s chapter on seventeenth-century German 

music theory, form the basis for my harmonic discussion within the rhetorical analysis of 

the motets. 

  

                                                
44 Norman Douglas Anderson, “Aspects of Early Major-Minor Tonality: Structural Characteristics 

of the Music of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries” (PhD diss., Ohio State University, 1992), 
accessed August 4, 2019, https://search 
proquest.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/docview/304050718?accountid=8360. 
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Chapter 3: Statement of Primary Thesis and Methodology 

Statement of Primary Thesis 

Rhetorical analysis of the motets of Johann Christoph Bach offers valuable 

insights into the expressive tools used by an admired member of the Bach family, amidst 

the pre-tonal harmonic environment of the second half of the seventeenth century. 

 

Methodology 

Before the application and function of musical-rhetorical devices can be 

discussed, the rhetorical context and structure in which they operate must be understood. 

This necessitates an analysis that functions first on a macro level dealing with structural 

elements, then on a micro level, dealing with musical elements. Analysis of each of the 

three motets begins from the rhetorical structure of the chosen text, and adheres to the 

model presented by John Walter Hill in Baroque Music Music in Western Europe: 1580-

1750.45 He outlines the five activities of the orator as follows: Invention (deciding on the 

content); Disposition (organization of the argument into a traditional design); Elocution 

(choices of style and decoration, musical-rhetorical figures); Memory (which relates to 

performance, and therefore is not included in this discussion); and Delivery (issues of 

interpretation and performance). This study is mainly focused on the first three of the 

orator’s activities, which directly transfer to composition of music: invention, disposition, 

and elocution. 

Invention is the process by which the composer makes decisions before actually 

composing. This includes choosing a text to set, composing foundational motivic 

material, considering rhythmic presentation, performing forces, mode/key, meter, 
                                                

45 John Walter Hill, Baroque Music, 16-18. 
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prevalence of consonance or dissonance, or “any other features that could contribute to 

the prevailing expression of the emotions or to the communicating of meaning.”46 

 In the process of disposition, the composer separates the sections of text into 

individual arguments, which are categorized by their function. In total, Hill names seven 

common divisions: Exhortation (exordium), which brings the listener to attention; 

Narration (narratio), which sets forth the facts; Exposition (expositio), which defines 

terms and opens issues; Proposition (propositio), which clarifies the points made; 

Amplification (amplificatio), which sets forth arguments for or against with proof; 

Refutation (refutatio), which refutes opponents’ arguments; and Conclusion (conclusio), 

which sums up the appeal and/or makes a final plea to the listener. A number of historical 

models of disposition schemes, which contain various combinations of the above seven 

divisions are included in Hill’s text. The model taken from Joachim Burmeister’s Musica 

Poetica (1606), will serve as the basis for definition of the textual divisions of Bach’s 

motets. Burmeister recognizes the existence of all seven divisions, though he maintains 

that there are three primary divisions: Exhortation, Body of the Composition, and the 

Conclusion. Within the Body of the Composition is found any combination of the 

remaining five functional divisions. Due to the variety of text lengths and types  

contained in the four motets, this flexible model allowing for expansion or contraction of 

the body is best suited. 

The process of musical elocution, or decoration of the text, is heavily reliant on 

the use of musical-rhetorical figures. For identification and definition of the individual 

musical-rhetorical figures used by Bach, Dietrich Bartel’s book, Musica Poetica is 

                                                
46 Ibid., 16. 
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used.47 This provides a necessary supplement, as Hill does not include a lengthy 

discussion of the musical-rhetorical figures, and focuses on large-scale rhetorical 

structure. One of the most valuable aspects of Bartel’s book, other than the sheer number 

of devices contained, is the discussion he provides by each theorist who wrote about each 

device. It leads to a nuanced view of how various theorists and composers perceived and 

used these devices, rather than offering only a cursory definition. Through this approach, 

considering writings about musica poetica, Bartel thus brings the reader much closer to 

understanding the composer’s intent in their employment. 

Aside from choosing the actual text to set, most of the decisions made in the 

process of invention are musical in nature—in service of textual affect—and constitute 

the medium in which the musical-rhetorical figures can take place. The text is the guiding 

organizational feature of the analytical discussion. Of primary importance is how the 

combination of Bach’s musical decisions of the invention and the elocution coalesce to 

bring each clause of text to convincing presentation. This organization, illuminates the 

musical means through which Bach strengthens each textual argument. Upon analysis of 

each argument as it stands alone, connections are made as to how the collection of 

arguments function relative to each other structurally and/or musically. 

  

                                                
47 Dietrich Bartel, Musica Poetica, 1997. 
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Chapter 4: The Motets as Examples48 

Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt 

In the first seven measures of Bach’s funeral motet Der Gerechte (the Righteous 

One), incredible sensitivity to the heightened expression of the text can be readily 

observed (see Musical Example 4.1). The text of this motet, taken from the Book of 

Wisdom 4:7-14, suggests that it was written for the funeral of a child. Bach sets a tranquil 

and plaintive tone in the first statement of the exordium text Der Gerechte. He obscures 

the sense of time by presenting the text in long notes, in low tessitura, with the first 

sonority carried across the first barline. The exordium calls the congregants to attention 

through its stillness and harmonic purity. 

Harmonically, Bach depicts the purity of the child through the use of only 

consonant, root-position triads. The motet operates in a transposition of the Ionian mode 

to the root pitch of F, characterized by one flat in the key signature. The first prominent 

sonority is the major triad built on the root F (F A C). The first statement of the text Der 

Gerechte moves from the natural F triad to the major triad built on B-flat  

(B-flat D F), and immediately returns to the home sonority. 

The repetition of the text Der Gerechte, in slightly altered rhythmic and harmonic 

construction (mm. 4-7), shows the first employment of a musical-rhetorical device, 

paronomasia (a repetition of a musical passage, with certain additions of alterations, for 

the sake of greater emphasis). Because of its long-note presentation, the first iteration is 

less rhythmically defined than the second, blurring meter and tactus. By truncating the 

note lengths and offsetting the second iteration from the tactus by a quarter rest, Bach 

                                                
48 All English translations provided by author. 
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propels the music forward. This also creates the sense that the syllables Der Ge-, are 

clearly anacrusic to –rechte, as they would be in regular speech.  

Finally, Bach switches out the middle B-flat major triad sonority for the minor 

triad built on the root D (D F A). Still, there is no dissonance. It is interesting to note that 

the D minor triad shares two common tones with the F major triad, resulting in little 

movement in the inner voices. This excerpt shows that Bach is an incredibly meticulous 

and expressive composer, even when working in such austere fashion. Every aspect of 

the musical construction mirrors the purity and simplicity of the sacred text. 

 

Musical Example 4.1. Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt, mm. 1-7 

 

The Corpus Carminis (Body of the Composition) begins with a narratio section     

(mm. 8-25), which introduces the central argument of the motet: ob er gleich zu zeitig 

stirbt, ist er doch in der Ruhe (though he too soon dies, he is yet in peace; see Musical 

Example 4.2). The construction of this narration is bi-partite, with the second clause 

completing the thought, and settling fears raised by the first. The first clause, ob er gleich 

zu zeitig stirbt, appears three times. Each statement is treated similarly and each contains 
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some structural enhancements. In the first statement (mm. 8-11), Bach reduces the texture 

to three voices, set in a descending fauxbourdon sequence. The alto voice is offset 

rhythmically by one-half measure, however, creating a chain of 7-6 suspensions with the 

tenor 2 voice. This rhythmic disparity between the pair of tenor voices and the alto also 

makes the listener more aware of the inevitable passage of time than they were in the 

exhortation. Every major beat, and its quarter-note subdivision are accounted for in this 

texture. 

Slightly overlapping with the first, the second statement (mm. 11-15) features an 

increase of the texture to four voices. While the three-voiced fauxbourdon construction 

has ended, Bach maintains the chain of dissonance on the strong beats, and contributes to 

the tension with contrary motion in the bass voice. Unlike in mm. 8-11, all voices come 

together homophonically for the first time in this excerpt on the downbeat of m. 15, on 

the verb stirbt (dies). He also brings harmonic emphasis to the verb by setting it in the 

first root position triad (A C-sharp E), altering the C by a half-step to C-sharp, which 

does not naturally occur in the F Ionian transposition. This striking confluence of the 

voices finally makes the word intelligible, as it was buried the first time (m. 11), in the 

inner voices. 

         The silence following the abrupt presentation of the verb stirbt is the 

manifestation of another musical-rhetorical device, the aposiopesis (a rest in one or all 

voices of a composition). Bach’s clever design of the close of this phrase heightens 

drama as, after being inundated with suspension after suspension, the listener is left to sit 

in silence contemplating this untimely death. One can imagine, in a resonant space, the 

word stirbt echoing through the silence. 
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         The third and final statement of the first clause feature construction similar to the 

second, with a return to the familiar chains of descending suspensions, accompanied by 

two voices, the alto and tenor 2, in contrary motion to the other voices. Again, Bach 

brings all voices together to cadence homophonically on the verb stirbt (m. 20), though 

after only a quarter rest, the text continues. Rather than being left in silence with no 

resolution, the listener is comforted by the completion of the thought, ist er doch in der 

Ruhe (he is yet in peace). As if to grab the listener’s attention so as to not miss this 

cathartic resolution, Bach sets ist er doch (he is yet), in homophonic, root position triads 

utilizing all voices. 

         Finally completing the sentence that began the entire motet, Bach gives special 

treatment to the word Ruhe (peace). He does this first with an allusion to the fauxbourdon 

figure that began the narration (mm. 8-11), but this time, with all three voices (soprano, 

alto, tenor 1) homophonically descending, clearly depicting the text. Bach increases the 

texture by adding the tenor 2 voice and setting it in imitation of the upper three voices (m. 

22), descending stepwise. The bass voice follows suit (m. 23), in imitation of the tenor, 

descending from the G pitch at the bottom of the staff, to the E-natural below, forming a 

dissonant interval of a 7th with the pedal tone on the pitch D in the soprano voice, on the 

downbeat of m. 24. The alto voice on A also forms a dissonant 2nd with the tenor 1, and a 

9th with the tenor 2 voice. This accumulation of dissonance at the downbeat of m. 24 

heightens the drama and release of tension at the close of this excerpt on the natural A 

triad (A C-sharp E). 
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Musical Example 4.2. Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt, mm. 8-25 
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The next large portion of the motet text consists of an amplificatio argument, 

which provides a list of evidentiary support for the claim raised by the preceding 

narratio: though he dies too soon, he is yet in peace. It gives three reasons why the 

“righteous one” is yet in peace. Similarly to the narratio, the complex amplificatio is 

constructed in pairs of clauses, three in total; the first clause presents an action, while the 

second describes the result. This mirrored construction is not lost on Bach, and the large-
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scale musical structure reflects that of the text, and is especially evident in textural shifts. 

Typically, the first clause of each pair is set beginning in imitative counterpoint that leads 

to a homophonic cadence, while the second clause is set homophonically throughout. The 

third pair of clauses is the exception, set homophonically throughout.  

The first clause of the amplificatio reads, Er gefällt Gott wohl und ist ihm lieb (He 

pleases God well, and is loved by him). Bach sets this first clause in a short, syllabic 

motive (the gefällt motive)  traded between the voices with a rhythmic construction that, 

coupled with the indicated faster tactus, serves to propel the momentum of the music 

forward and reinforce the positive shift in text mood (see Musical Example 4.3). 

Beginning offset from the tactus by half a beat (quarter rest), and always presented as 

such, the motive consistently highlights the subsequent measure’s downbeat. It also aids 

this forward momentum: the first half, Er gefällt Gott wohl, climbs stepwise upward the 

interval of a fourth by quarter note, and the second half, und ist ihm lieb, descends 

stepwise the interval of a third. As the motive is traded between the voices, the rising first 

half remains prominent in the texture. 

 
 
Musical Example 4.3. Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt, mm. 26-28, “gefällt 
motive” 
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Departure from the sorrowful nature of the narratio is made noticeably clear by a 

rare tempo indication by Bach of presto above the first measure of the section, m. 26 (see 

Musical Example 4.4, p. 52). As there is no tempo indication at the start of the motet, nor 

a time signature change at m. 26, it can be inferred that Bach includes this tempo 

indication to clarify that this section should be performed with a faster tactus than was 

established before. 

The joyful repetition of the so-named gefällt motive through all voices can be 

described as the musical-rhetorical device mimesis (an approximate rather than strict 

imitation of a subject at different pitches). Mimesis or imitatio is the musical-rhetorical 

explanation of imitative counterpoint, a common textural choice of seventeenth-century 

music. It is understood that in a predominantly homophonic texture, more text is usually 

set in a shorter amount of time. The act of extending a text’s presentation through 

mimesis interspersed between larger blocks of text set in homophony, brings it to 

prominence. It is, of course, not solely the act of repetition that exposes Bach’s 

expressive and meticulous compositional craft, but the manner in which Bach organizes 

the scheme of repetition texturally and harmonically. As stated before, Bach sets this 

motive imitatively between various voices of the ensemble, which, once they have all 

entered, coalesce into homophonic cadences on the text und ist ihm lieb.  

Bach employs this process a total of four times, creating four corporate statements 

of the clause. Contained within each statement is the pervasive, rising repetition of er 

gefällt Gott wohl that obscures understanding of the second half of the clause as more 

voices enter, until each homophonic cadential figure occurs. The effect for the listener is 

that the construction of the sentence is musically altered to read approximately as: Er 
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gefällt Gott wohl, er gefällt Gott wohl, er gefällt Gott wohl und ist ihm lieb (He pleases 

God well, he pleases God well, he pleases God well and is loved by him), repeated three 

additional times.  

The nature of the melodic construction of the motive, rising by a fourth, then 

descending by a third, also serves to drive the harmonic motion of each statement when 

Bach places the gefällt motive in the lowest sounding voice.  When voices enter in pairs, 

the lower voice determines the harmonic movement, while the upper voice provides 

harmonic support in thirds or tenths above. Bach determines the length of each statement 

by careful ordering of the voices, using the entrance of the bass voice to herald the 

approach of each statement’s final cadence. It is important to note that Bach consistently 

alters the pitch content of the rising-fourth portion of the gefällt motive, when it occurs in 

the lowest sounding voice, in order to clearly lead to the harmonic triad of the next 

measure. For example, if the motive is climbing from pitch D to pitch G, one can expect 

that the F preceding the final pitch will appear as F-sharp, rather than natural, which is 

called for in the modal scale of F Ionian.  

The first corporate statement is the shortest of them all. Bach chooses this short 

presentation to begin in order for the full clause of text to be understood easily by the 

listener before the process is further expanded in the subsequent repetitions. The first 

entrance of the gefällt motive is seen in the bass and alto voices (mm. 26), and begins in 

the A major triad, moving stepwise up the interval of a fourth to the minor D triad. In    

m. 27, the soprano, tenor 1, and tenor 2 imitate the alto and bass entrance at the newly 

established harmonic center. Bach fits the pitch content of the second motivic entry 

within the harmonic outline superseding the upper voices by the bass voice, descending 
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stepwise down a third from the D minor triad, through the C minor triad, to the major 

triad on B-flat in m. 28. In order to accommodate the homophonic completion of the first 

statement in all voices, the bass and alto voices repeat the text ist ihm lieb. This extension 

allows the bass to outline the final cadence of the first statement in the second half of m. 

28. Bach utilizes a circle-of-fifths progression to arrive at a final cadence to the major C 

triad, from the major B-flat triad, through the major F triad. The resulting large-scale 

harmonic motion of the first statement is up a minor third: from the A major triad, to the 

C major triad. 

 

Musical Example 4.4. Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt, mm. 26-29 

 

By reordering the vocal entries, Bach extends the second statement by two 

measures (see Musical Example 4.5). The first entry is by the tenor 1 and alto voices in 

thirds, which begin in the C major triad established before, then immediately move to the 

F major triad in m. 30. The next entry is by a second pair of voices, the tenor 2 and 
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soprano, in parallel tenths. As the tenor 2 voice is now the lowest-sounding voice, it 

dictates another harmonic shift up a fourth. Interestingly, the tenor 2 voice enters on pitch 

A, a common tone between the triads built off of F and A, and outlines movement from 

the major A triad to D, rather than what one might expect, from F to B-flat.  

The third entry of the gefällt motive in the second statement is by the bass and 

alto voices in m. 31, signalling that the second statement is preparing to conclude. The 

bass voice outlines yet another harmonic shift up a fourth, beginning on pitch D climbing 

to G, with its paired alto voice providing harmonic support. As the bass voice has 

entered, the harmonic motion is now dependent on its completion of the gefällt motive, 

moving stepwise down a third from G, to settle on pitch E and the associated major triad 

sonority (E G-sharp B) in mm. 32-33. The E major triad sonority is reinforced by a 

cadential extension in the upper voices over the bass pedal on pitch E. The cadential 

extension serves to resolve the soprano dissonance of a seventh with the bass voice on the 

downbeat of m. 33. During the cadential extension both tenor voices begin new, however 

incomplete entries of the gefällt motive—only to continue the pervasive repetition of the 

text—as their modulatory harmonic potential is usurped by the bass voice pedal. 

The large-scale harmonic motion of the second statement is up by a third, from 

the C major triad, to E major. Bach’s modulation up by a third between the first and 

second statements further contributes to expressing the rising, positive, uplifting affect of 

the text. It also demonstrates ascending modulation by a third, which had been advocated 

for by theorist Andreas Werckmeister. 
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Musical Example 4.5. Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt, mm. 29-34 

 

 

The third statement, again by Bach’s intentional ordering of the vocal entries, 

travels in a different direction harmonically than the first two (see Musical Example 4.6). 

Rather than up another third, the third statement concludes down a step from where it 

begins on the major E triad, to the major triad built on D (D F-sharp A). 
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The tenor 1 and tenor 2 voices enter together, and the tenor 2 voice outlines 

harmonic movement up from the E major triad, to the minor A triad (A C E). The second 

entry in m. 35 by the alto voice alone does not dictate another harmonic shift up a fourth, 

because it is not presently the lowest sounding voice. Its pitch content is incorporated into 

the tenor 2’s completion of the motive, stepping downward from the minor A triad, 

through the minor G triad, to the F major triad in m. 36. The next entry in m. 36 is by the 

bass, tenor 1, and soprano voices; the bass voice wrests harmonic control from the tenor 

2. The bass is now the lowest-sounding voice, and dictates the expected harmonic 

movement up a fourth from the major F triad to the major B-flat triad.  

Notably, the second half of the bass and soprano motive are altered slightly, in 

order to accommodate the different final cadence of the statement. From the first to the 

second quarter note of m. 37, the bass and soprano move outward in contrary motion: the 

bass down from B-flat to G, and the soprano up from D to E, outlining the first inversion 

triad built on the diminished triad (E G B-flat) which Bach uses to pass from the B-flat 

major triad to prepare the cadential figure in the second half of the measure. 
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Musical Example 4.6. Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt, mm. 34-38 

 

The fourth and final statement (see Musical Example 4.7) continues the large-

scale harmonic trend set by the third statement, of descending by a major second. It 

begins on the D major triad, and closes on the C major triad.  

Bach sets the motivic entries in descending order through the ensemble, so that 

each new entry results in harmonic movement up by a fourth. The first entry is by the alto 

and soprano voices in thirds, traveling as would be expected from the D major triad up to 

the G minor triad. Next in m. 39, the tenor 1 and tenor 2 enter also in thirds, assume 

harmonic control, and walk stepwise from the G minor triad (which Bach alters to G 

major in the last quarter note of the tenor 2 by chromatically raising the B-flat to B-

natural) up to the C major triad at the downbeat of m. 40. The eighth notes which begin 

the next entry by the bass and tenor 1 voices in m. 40 are melodically altered by Bach in 
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order that the motive stays within the C major triad sonority. The bass only sings the first 

half of the gefällt motive, and in m. 41, restarts it on pitch G along with the alto in 

parallel tenths above, echoing the second entry in m. 39 by the tenor voices. This time, 

the second half of the motive is melodically altered in the bass voice in order to maintain 

the now twice-established C major triad sonority. 

One notices that as the large-scale harmonic trend continues downward Bach 

lowers the tessitura in all voices. Conversely, as the large-scale harmonic trend rises by a 

third from the first to third statements, the overall tessitura rises. In essence, across all 

four statements of the first clause er gefällt Gott wohl und ist ihm lieb, Bach creates a 

symmetrical large-scale structure, which peaks at the juncture between statements two 

and three, and mimics the rising and falling shape of the motive. Simultaneously at the 

motivic level and large-scale structural level, Bach composes an episode that expertly 

reflects the structure of the entire clause of text as well as expresses its affect. The clause 

inherently contains a circular, or rising and falling motion. Er gefällt Gott wohl, he 

pleases God, God is the receiver; und ist ihm lieb, and is loved by him, the righteous one 

receives God’s love. This, coupled with the effect of mimesis operating at the motivic and 

phrasal levels as discussed earlier, shows that Bach is a composer who is keenly aware of 

music’s goal in the context of worship, to persuade the listener of the textual message. At 

every level of construction, as related to the duties of the orator for which the composer 

of rhetorically conceived music emulates, Invention, Disposition, and Elocution, Bach 

fulfills his duty.  
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Musical Example 4.7. Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt, mm. 38-43 

 

 

After the process that characterizes the first clause of the amplificatio argument, 

Bach sets the second clause homophonically throughout, therefore it is easily understood, 

and none of the text is repeated (see Musical Example 4.8). This contrast from the first 

clause serves to focus the attention of the listener on the continuing text, and the result for 
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the “righteous one” having pleased God and receiving God’s love in return: und wird 

weggenommen aus dem Leben unter den Sündern (and shall be taken away from life 

among sinners). Bach employs the use of two musical-rhetorical devices in this excerpt to 

heighten the delivery of the text.  

He interrupts the serene C major triad sonority well established by the end of the 

first clause, by first adding a minor seventh (B-flat) above the C pitch of the bass voice 

on the syllable weg- of weggenommen in m. 44. The dissonance created between the 

soprano and bass voices are resolved by contrary motion, the soprano down to pitch A 

and the bass voice and continuo up chromatically to C-sharp. This reflects a temporary 

departure from the unaltered F Ionian mode, to an unstable resolution on a first inversion 

A major triad (C-sharp E A), and can be classified as the musical-rhetorical device 

mutatio toni (an irregular alteration of the mode). This abrupt chromatic alteration 

directly imitates the meaning of weggenommen (taken away) by suddenly taking the 

listener away from the stability of the C major triad sonority.  

The second device that appears offers the listener an opportunity to directly react 

to the text; they still do not know where the “righteous one” is being taken. Similarly to 

his approach in the narratio section, Bach utilizes an aposiopesis or rest in all parts, 

during which the listener implicitly asks a question; this time, to where? After the silence, 

the clause continues, aus dem Leben unter den Sündern (out of life among sinners). Bach 

depicts purity—freedom from sin—by immediately pivoting to the home F Ionian mode. 

He resolves the first inversion A major sonority to the minor D triad (D-F-A) on the word 

dem in m. 41, and presents the remaining text homophonically, without chromatic modal 

alteration, or syncopation. 
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Musical Example 4.8. Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt, mm. 43-48 

 

The second pair of clauses contained within the amplificatio demonstrate the 

second reason why he is “yet in peace”: und wird hingerükket daß die Bosheit seinen 

Verstand nicht verkehre noch falsche Lehre seine seele betrübe (and shall be snatched up, 

that wickedness not twist his mind nor false teaching distress his soul). Bach sets the 

second pair in a similar textural scheme as the first. The first clause introduces an action, 

set in mimesis and closes with a homophonic cadence in all voices, while the second 

clause, set homophonically, describes the result.  

 The motive to which Bach sets the first clause mimics the melodic shape of the 

gefällt motive, rising by a fourth then descending by a third (see Musical Example 4.9). 

Rather than through stepwise motion, Bach depicts the swift action of the verb 

hingerükket (snatched up) through leaping motion, set in a predominantly dotted-quarter, 

eighth-note rhythmic treatment. There are a few statements of the motive that end in two 

quarters, most of which are buried within other presentations of the motive, and therefore 
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insignificant. The motive does become significant, however, in the last homophonic 

statement of the first clause that closes this episode in m. 57. The final two quarter notes 

in all voices serve to help elegantly stop the forward propulsion caused by the pervasive 

dotted rhythms before. The tenor 2 and bass voices also aid in the slowing process 

because their last statement of the word hingerükket is elongated to half notes (mm. 56-

57). Bach cleverly orders the vocal entries, so that every vertical sonority throughout this 

entire episode is a root position triad, free of dissonance. The harmonic rhythm is 

consistent, and the listener is “snatched” from triad to triad on every beat of the tactus 

because of the leaping motive. Once again, Bach reuses the musical-rhetorical device 

mimesis, as this section features a short, syllabic motive, repeated many times between 

the voices. It functions the same way as it did in the first pair of clauses, to emphasize in 

yet another way, the fervent joy and celebration of the righteous one being “snatched up” 

by God, taken to a place free of sin. 

 

Musical Example 4.9. Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt, mm. 48-57 
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The second clause of the second pair of clauses that comprise the amplificatio 

begins in m. 58 with the introduction of two separate musical-rhetorical figures. The first 

depicts, Bosheit (wickedness) and the second, verkehre (to twist; see Musical Example 

4.10). The figures represent two more ways that Bach uses harmony in service of text 

expression. The preceding line of text describes the righteous one being hingerükket 

(snatched up) by God, and the excerpt beginning in m. 58 clarifies the reason why: daß 

die Bosheit seinen Verstand nicht verkehre noch falsche Lehre seine Seele betrübe (so 

that wickedness does not twist his mind nor false teaching distress his soul).  

Bach arrests the attention of the listener first through the homophonic, 

declamatory setting of the text. The excerpt begins firmly on the major triad built on F, 

however immediately moves to a root position, foreign major triad built off of the flat 7th 

scale degree E-flat (E-flat G B-flat), again demonstrating the musical-rhetorical device, 

mutatio toni on the word Bosheit. This altered chord represents wickedness through its 

distant relation to the tonic triad and implied scale. 
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The second musical-rhetorical device utilized by Bach to strengthen the 

proposition is an example of dubitatio (an intentionally ambiguous rhythmic or harmonic 

progression; see the setting of verkehre in mm. 61-67). Based on the textural pattern of 

construction established by Bach in the first pair of clauses, this section is expected to be 

homophonic throughout, however Bach makes a special exception to paint the verb 

verkehre (to twist).  It demonstrates the mind being twisted by wickedness through the 

use of pervasive dissonance, caused by all five voices wandering independently of each 

other with a variety of chromatic inflections. Even the final resolution of this twisting 

dissonance in m. 67 is hardly settled. The cadential figure in m. 66 looks like it should 

resolve from the A natural triad (A C-sharp E) to the D soft triad (D F A), in what could 

appear to be dominant to tonic motion, however, Bach resolves the bass up a step 

deceptively, rather than up the expected leap of a fourth, while the tenor 2 voice remains 

on the pitch A, eventually resolving down a step to G on the third beat, creating a 7-6 

suspension with the bass. The resulting final sonority on the third quarter note of m. 67 of 

the setting of verkehre, is a first inversion triad built on G minor triad (G B-flat D). 

Bach returns to strict homophony for the remainder of the second clause, noch 

falsche Lehre seine Seele betrübe (nor false teaching distress his soul), beginning with the 

pickup to m. 68. It is the second reason the righteous one will be hingerükket (snatched 

up). Strikingly, he demonstrates the dangers of falsche Lehre, false teaching, using 

hypotyposis (a vivid musical representation of images found in the accompanying text). 

The word falsche appears twice in quick succession. It is set both times with a tritone 

interval between the soprano and bass voices on the first syllable fal-, and resolves by 

contrary motion on the second syllable -sche. Additionally, the repeat of the word falsche 
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is syncopated, beginning on the fourth quarter note of m. 68, and continuing through the 

downbeat of the next measure. This serves to further increase the soul’s “distress,” by 

temporarily off-setting the strong syllables of each following word from the tactus until 

the downbeat of m. 71, on the word Seele.  

There is one more musical-rhetorical device that Bach uses to heighten the 

delivery of this clause. On the final verb, betrübe, the soprano voice makes a downward, 

dissonant leap of a tritone from the pitch D to G-sharp, which can be classified as a saltus 

durisculus (a dissonant leap). Even as all voices settle into the final cadence free of 

vertical dissonance, Bach maintains the overall distress through an unorthodox, dissonant 

melodic approach. The setting of this complete second clause shows that Bach, even in 

strict homophony, remains intensely expressive and agile in his delivery and heightening 

of text. 

 

Musical Example 4.10. Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt, mm. 58-73 
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Bach breaks the structural pattern that he has followed for each pair of clauses 

contained within the amplificatio. Earlier, the first clause was typically set with a motive 

imitatively traded between all voices, while the second clause was generally homophonic. 

The third and final pair of clauses which complete the amplificatio, are set completely in 

homophony (see Musical Example 4.11). This setting mimics the simplicity of the 
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statement, which is considerably shorter than the first two pairs of clauses: er ist bald 

vollkommen worden und hat viel Jahr erfüllet (he is soon perfected and has fulfilled 

many years). As in previous homophonic sections, Bach relies principally on harmony as 

a tool of expression.  He depicts the verb erfüllet (fulfilled), through the harmonic return 

to, or fulfillment of, the home F Ionian, major sonority from where it began in the E 

major triad sonority, effectively closing the entire amplificatio complex.  

 
Musical Example 4.11. Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt, mm. 74-80 

 

The conclusio portion of the motet (see Musical Examples 4.12 and 4.13) consists 

of two sentences that serve to summarize the points made throughout the entirety of the 

motet: Denn seine Seele gefällt Gott wohl. Darum eilet er mit ihm aus dem bösen Leben. 

(Because his soul pleases God well. Therefore he hurries him from this wicked life.) 

Bach sets each sentence in contrasting style. The first sentence is plainly set in consonant 

homophony, while the second features one last flurry of imitative polyphony that 

eventually proceeds to a final homophonic cadence in all voices. This process takes place 
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after a meter shift to 3/2 at the start of the conclusio. This proportional relation 

(sesquialtera) results in overall faster motion. The rate of the tactus remains constant, but 

in the previous meter each measure contains two tacti subdivided into two equal beats, 

while 3/2 is characterized by one tactus per measure with three beat divisions. In addition 

to reinforcing the positive, uplifting affect of the text, as well as directly depicting the 

action in the verb eilet (hurries), this meter change also serves symbolic purposes. It can 

be interpreted that the righteous one, as a result of the work of the Holy Trinity (three 

divisions of the tactus), is quickened after death and lives free of the sin and distress of 

worldly life. 

  The first sentence of the conclusio is set in strict homophony without any 

chromatic alteration to the F Ionian mode. It features the longest portion of harmonic 

stability contained within the motet. This rhetorically functions as a simple, summarizing 

factual statement without any necessary qualifying material and is set as such. For added 

emphasis, Bach immediately repeats the sentence at the same pitch level in all voices. 

This immediate repetition of a consonant, homophonic phrase at the same pitch level, is 

also known as the musical-rhetorical device, analepsis.  
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Musical Example 4.12. Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt, mm. 80-87 

 

 The motive to which Bach sets the last sentence of the motet in mimesis vividly 

depicts two contrasting sentiments contained within the statement, using two related 

musical-rhetorical devices (see Musical Example 4.13). The first, anabasis (an ascending 

musical passage that expresses ascending or exalted images of affections), manifests in 

the rising, stepwise quarter-note setting of Darum eilet er mit ihm (Therefore he hurries 

him), which expands to the interval of a seventh (major or minor) in every presentation. 

The second is catabasis (a descending musical passage that expresses descending, 

lowly, or negative images or affections). Bach uses a large descending interval (usually 

an octave) in his setting of the second half of the sentence, to depict the bösen Leben or 

wicked life from which the righteous one removed. The octave descent does not always 

occur on the same text in every presentation of the motive, though this is to no less 

dramatic effect. This is a technical issue, largely to accommodate new motivic entries in 

other voices. Similarly to the gefällt motive, this descending second portion of the motive 
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overlapping with new vocal entries obscures the listener’s clear understanding of the full 

sentence until the final homophonic cadence.  

The interval of a seventh (major or minor), that is outlined in the first half of the 

motive is significant because it facilitates the large-scale harmonic process that 

characterizes this section. The inversion of a seventh becomes the interval of a second 

down from the original pitch. The motive in each entry begins on the triad root of the 

current measure, and generates the root of the next, one step down (when corrected by 

octave displacement). In each measure, the triad root shifts down one step in the F Ionian 

modal scale. There are two exceptions to this rule. First, Bach is aware that the triad 

based on pitch E in the F Ionian modal transposition outlines the interval of a tritone (E G 

B-flat), and in its place, he substitutes triads that contain the pitch E as a common tone 

(mm. 88 and 95). One other solution Bach uses is to flatten the pitch E, and use the triad 

built on E-flat (m. 102)  The second exception is less structurally significant: if the 

motive begins in two voices simultaneously, the upper voice harmonizes the lower in 

parallel thirds or tenths, and while it is decorative, the upper paired voice is not indicative 

of root triadic movement. Bach continues this process, descending stepwise each 

measure, through two and a half octaves of the F Ionian scale.  

Bach signals the end of this section and the motet as a whole, by establishing a 

bass pedal on pitch C, when it is reached as the final triad for the third time in m. 104. 

After the bass pedal is established, the remaining two entries of the motive in the tenor 1 

and soprano voices are locked into the C major triad sonority and do not modulate. 

Rather, they reinforce the harmonic seventh above the pedal tone, which increases the 

listener’s desire and anticipation for the final harmonic resolution.  
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The dramatic final homophonic cadence of the motet begins in m. 107 over the 

bass pedal. Bach emphatically repeats the word bösen (wicked) using the C major triad 

with a seventh remaining in the soprano voice, resolving to pitch A, in a second inversion 

F triad (C F A), both times in quick succession on the second syllable -sen. When the 

sentence is finally completed, Bach uses the musical-rhetorical device mutatio toni again, 

in order to dramatically color the word bösen within the long-awaited final cadential 

resolution. Bach flattens the pitch A in the soprano voice to A-flat in m. 109, which 

changes the quality of the second inversion F triad to minor, before finally resolving to 

the F major triad as the bass pedal resolves down to pitch F in the last measure of the 

motet. The entire conclusio portion of the motet is marked with a repeat sign, to 

emphasize to and remind the listener of one positive outcome to an otherwise tragic 

occasion—the death of a young loved one. 
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Musical Example 4.13. Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt, mm. 87-112 
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Fürchte dich nicht denn ich hab dich erlöst 

Fürchte dich nicht, like Der Gerechte, is a funeral motet. Its text comes from 

three different sources: two portions of biblical scripture (Isaiah 43:1 and Luke 23:43), 

and the final verse of Pietist Johann Rist’s Good Friday chorale O Traurigkeit, o 

Herzeleid. The biblical texts feature two instances in which God himself, through Jesus, 

speaks comforting words to a distressed individual. The last verse of Rist’s hymn comes 

from the human perspective, a supplication that the speaker will continue to long for 

Jesus even in the grave.  

The motet begins in a homophonic declamatory style reflective of the nature of 

the opening text (see Musical Example 4.14). The first four measures set the exordium, 

Fürchte dich nicht (Fear you not). This passage recurs in mm. 12-14. Mm. 5-12 contain 

the first of three clauses of the narratio, denn ich hab dich erlöst (for I have redeemed 

you).   

The motet operates in the Aeolian mode with no transposition, characterized by 

no key signature, and a root triad final on pitch A. This minor mode aids to illustrate the 

seriousness of the subject matter. God is commanding the listener not to fear. For added 

emphasis, the command is repeated three times at the same pitch level in all voices except 

the alto. Heightening the rhythmic tension, the alto voice splits from the rest of the 

voices, and begins a repetition of the text half a measure early, also delaying a clear 

statement of the important word nicht (not) by all voices in unison until the downbeat of 

m. 4. This repetition of the phrase multiple times over a repeating bass line is known as 

anaphora. Worth noting is the recurring 7-6 suspension on the word dich (you) between 

the tenor 1 and bass voices. Bach is emphasizing God speaking directly to each 
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individual listener, which reflects an injection of Pietistic teaching into the music. Inner 

piety and personal devotion were tenets of this practice.   

As he did in Der Gerechte, Bach shrewdly utilizes silence in a rhetorical fashion. 

The close of the exhortation features another aposiopesis (mm. 4-5), which delays the 

start of the narration by three quarter-rests. This is a moment for the listener to consider 

why, in fact, they should not fear. In contrast to the opening, the narratio begins in 

imitative counterpoint in all voices except the tenor 1 voice, which begins in unison with 

the bass. The tenor 1 voice entering out of the silence in m. 5 is significant as it again 

highlights the conversational nature of the text between God and the individual.  

The word erlöst (redeemed) receives special attention in this setting. Four 

separate rhetorical devices are employed simultaneously in mm. 8-10 to striking effect. 

The first two are aposiopesis, and paronomasia, defined as a repetition of a musical 

passage, with certain alterations, for the sake of greater emphasis (the repetition of 

erlöst). The third device gradatio (a gradual increase or rise in sound and pitch, creating a 

growth of intensity) can be observed in the alto voice, as it climbs stepwise through each 

repetition of erlöst. The fourth, anticipatio (an additional upper or lower neighboring note 

after a principal note prematurely introducing a note belonging to the subsequent 

harmony), can also be observed in the alto voice, serving to further emphasize the rising 

motion of the gradatio. These two devices represent the alterations for greater emphasis 

within the paronomasia described before. The narratio text concludes with a final 

homophonic statement of the complete line of text, ich hab dich erlöst. 

Bach closes this formal section of the motet with a truncated return of the 

declamatory exordium material. The entire sequence of exordium and the first clause of 
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the narratio found in mm. 1-14, are reflective of a musical-rhetorical structure known as 

complexio (a musical passage that repeats its opening phrase at its conclusion). 

 

Musical Example 4.14. Fürchte dich nicht, denn ich hab dich erlöst, mm. 1-14 
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 The next portion of the motet text represents the second clause contained in the  

narratio, which offers confirming evidence for the claim raised in the narratio: Ich hab 

dich bei deinem Namen gerufen (I have called you by your name). Bach sets this text to a 

motive that highlights two important words with two different techniques (see Musical 

Example 4.15) as the motive is traded between the voices in mimesis.  

The word Namen is brought repeatedly to the foreground through the use of 

dissonance. The strong syllable Na-, in every statement except one, is set the interval of a 

seventh from the root of the triad in which it takes place, while the remainder of the 

motive remains consonant with the bass harmony. The past tense verb gerufen (called) is 

emphasized through longer notes and repetition, in order to depict the action of God 

calling across a large distance to a listening follower, an example of hypotyposis. The 

effect, as voices enter, accumulate, and overlap, is that the setting of gerufen, with its 

long-note presentation, becomes the harmonic medium for the subsequent entries of the 

motive. In addition, this construction demonstrates the action depicted in the sentence. 
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While the verb gerufen is held, or while God is calling, the motive begins again in 

another voice, emphasizing what is being called, the listener’s Namen. The motive by 

itself states the clause plainly, while Bach’s layering of each entry depicts the action 

contained in the verb gerufen. 

 It is interesting to note the alto voice in particular during this episode. Bach uses 

the musical-rhetorical device gradatio to bring further emphasis to the verb gerufen. The 

alto repetitions of gerufen (mm. 20-25) climb through the exact same pitch content as the 

very first melodic motive that accompanied the text Fürchte dich nicht, rising stepwise 

from G-sharp to C. This outlines the harmonic goal of the amplificatio, movement from 

the E major triad at the beginning to the C major triad at the close. It also reminds the 

listener that in the second clause of the narratio that God has called them by their name.  

Once the harmonic goal of C major is reached in m. 25 the alto voice remains on a 

C pedal, and the tenor 1, tenor 2, and bass voices in epizeuxis (an immediate and 

emphatic repetition of a word, note, motif, or phrase), restate the text deinem Namen, thy 

name, a total of four times underneath the C pedal. They cycle through triads descending 

by third from C: the minor A triad, to the major F triad, to the minor D triad. Bach uses 

the D triad to prepare another cadence in m. 27 from G to C, the harmonic goal of this 

section, as the alto voice pedal ends. This cadence, however, returns to the unstable first 

inversion C triad and then to the G triad, in order to allow for one final complete 

statement of the motive in the tenor 1 voice in mm. 28-29. As discussed earlier, the 

motive’s melodic construction highlights an interval of a seventh above the bass pitch, 

which helps facilitate the last cadence of the section, finally, to a root position C triad. 

The overall shift from minor to major mode across the amplificatio aids to illustrate the 
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waning fear of the listener, as they are made more and more sure that God has called 

them by their name. 

 

Musical Example 4.15. Fürchte dich nicht denn ich hab dich erlöst, mm. 14-29  
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The final clause of the narratio is the simplest, though perhaps the most 

personally intimate of the entire sentence, and it reads: du bist mein (you are mine). Bach 

sets this clause using the musical-rhetorical device anaphora (a repeating bass line), 

though in a different fashion than it appeared in the exordium. Bach creates a layered 

texture between the voices above the repeating bass (see Musical Example 4.16).  

The tenor 1 voice is mostly homophonic with the bass voice, and functions to 

harmonize the bass line in contrary motion. The tenor 2 and alto voices, after short, 
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independent statements of the text, are in canon at the measure beginning in m. 30 for the 

remainder of this section, with the alto voice leading. The stratification of the voices by 

Bach combined with the repeating bass line creates an unceasing, unraveling, meditative 

delivery of the text. Bach emphasizes reassurance through repetition.  

 The melody of the bass line outlines cadential movement, and its repetition results 

in successive cadences from the E minor triad to the G major triad on the third beat of 

every measure. This repetition also depicts the reassuring nature of the text, through 

repeated confirmation of a secure modal center. In the fourth beat of m. 34, Bach uses the 

F major triad as a pivot point and transposes the entire polyphonic structure up one whole 

step, to center on pitch A and the associated minor triad (A C E). This transposition up a 

whole step adds even greater expressive intensity to the ornate, layered delivery. On a 

more technical level, this return to the A minor triad prepares for the entrance of the 

Johann Rist chorale in the next section, set in the minor mode.  

 One cannot help but notice Bach’s repeated emphasis on the pronouns in the text. 

In every statement of the full clause, each voice repeats the first word, du (you), once, at 

times twice, before completing the sentence. Du, du, du, bist mein (You, you, you, are 

mine). As in the exordium, this highlighting of the familiar pronoun emphasizes the 

personal, intimate nature of the text.  
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Musical Example 4.16. Fürchte dich nicht, denn ich hab dich erlöst, mm. 29-39 
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 Bach sets the eighth stanza of Johann Rist’s chorale, O Traurigkeit, o Herzeleid, 

in the soprano voice. This text comes from the human perspective, and reads: O Jesu du, 

mein hilf und ruh, ich bitte dich mit Tränen, hilf, daß ich mich bis in’s Grab nach dir 

möge sehnen (O Jesus you, my help and rest, I beseech you with tears, help, that even 

unto the grave I long for you). In the second half of m. 39, the soprano begins the chorale 

tune on pitch E, as the lower voices finish the final cadence of the previous section on the 

A minor triad. Bach divides the chorale text sung by the soprano into clauses, and 

between each inserts responses from the lower four voices who continue to sing the 

biblical text du bist mein (see Musical Example 4.17). Through this process, Bach creates 

a live dialogue between a divine source (lower voices), and a human supplicant 

(soprano). This dialogue also actively involves the intended listeners, appealing to their 

almost certain recognition of the chorale, as if the soprano represents them.  

 Throughout this excerpt, Bach also continues to cleverly exploit the familiar 

pronoun occuring in the text in order to emphasize the intimacy of the dialogue. In m. 41, 
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the soprano completes the first clause, calling out to Jesus, O Jesu, du (Oh Jesus, you), 

and the lower four voices respond du, du, du bist mein (you, you, you are mine). Each 

speaker is calling to the other in live time. As the first response ends with the word mein 

(mine), it also leads into the next line of chorale text, mein Hilf und Ruh (my help and 

rest). In m. 44, the lower voices respond to the soprano, mein, mein.  

 A transitional episode of music by the lower four voices, continuing on the text du 

bist mein characterizes mm. 45-50. It prepares for the next entry of the chorale tune in   

m. 50 by increasing tension in two ways. Harmonically, Bach builds tension through an 

accumulation of dissonance that peaks in m. 47. The bass voice remains on pitch A as 

established in the previous measure, and the alto, tenor 1, and tenor 2 voices move to a 

first inversion B major triad. The resulting dissonance created by the bass remaining on 

pitch A is emphasized through an octave leap downward and immediately by a second 

leap back up to pitch A as the alto, tenor 1, and tenor 2 also hold the B major triad. The 

dissonant tension resolves in the next measure, as the bass voice resolves down to pitch G 

and the tenor 2 voice resolves up from pitch D-sharp to E, resulting in a first inversion E 

minor sonority. In mm. 49 and 50, Bach writes a cadential figure that confirms the close 

of this transitional period by returning to root position triads, finally cadencing on a root-

position E major triad.  

 The other way that Bach increases tension throughout this episode is by distorting 

the listener’s perception of speed. The predominance of longer note values, whole and 

half notes, creates a sense of suspension in time. As the harmonic tension begins to 

release in m. 47, Bach sets each of the voices using increasingly shorter note values. This 

is especially evident in the alto voice in m. 49, which descends stepwise with eighth and 
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quarter notes from pitch B to pitch E. The resulting effect is that Bach, without altering 

meter or tactus, engineers an increase in overall perceived motion. This descending 

motion in the alto line is also emphasized through the employment of a musical-rhetorical 

device used earlier in the piece, anticipatio. The second eighth note of each descending 

pair implies the harmony of the quarter that follows. It is as if the divine speaker (the 

lower four voices), is becoming increasingly insistent.  

 It must be noted that the insertion of this chorale text complicates one’s ability to 

neatly separate the elements of the motet text into an identifiable disposition scheme. It 

would be presumptuous to assume that every motet from this period would follow such a 

predictable pattern. At times, personal expressive choices by a composer result in a 

certain alteration of “expected” formulaic processes. The dialogue between the two 

speakers takes precedence as the primary method of organization while the soprano 

chorale tune is in play. The insertion of the chorale also has a noticeable effect on the 

harmonic language of the motet. While both speakers are in direct dialogue, the harmonic 

function of the lower four voices is to harmonize the chorale tune. In portions of the 

motet, such as mm. 46-50, which are independent of the chorale tune, Bach is free to use 

more chromatic inflection as an expressive tool. 
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Musical Example 4.17. Fürchte dich nicht, denn ich hab dich erlöst, mm. 39-50 

  

 

Emerging from the heightened tension of the previous episode, the soprano voice 

continues the chorale over an enlivened imitative texture in the voices below (see 

Musical Example 4.18), and sings ich bitte dich mit Tränen (I beseech you with tears). It 

is worth noting, that Bach’s setting of the chorale tune in the A Aeolian mode, results in a 
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high tessitura for this phrase. This aids in depicting the distress and sadness of the chorale 

text.  

 This section features the first time that both speakers are active simultaneously, 

rather than alternating text in call-and-response format as before. Bach sets the lower 

voices in mimesis, using the alto motive from the opening of the motet on the text fürchte 

dich nicht (fear you not), depicting the emphatic delivery by the divine speaker. They, as 

if prompted by the visceral depiction of the supplicant’s distress, tears, respond with an 

emotionally proportional response. In this context, the rhythm of the short motive set in 

the lower voices, mimics the dropping of tears. 

On a more technical level, Bach uses the motive traded between the lower four 

voices to outline harmonic movement as dictated by the chorale tune in the soprano. As 

stated before, while the chorale tune is being sung, its recognizable harmonization takes 

precedence over text painting. Bach relies on the repetition of the turbulent, rhythmic 

motive in the lower voices to heighten the distressing affect of the chorale text. Bach 

closes this episode with a reduction in the tension established between mm. 49 and 54. As 

the chorale tune phrase ends on pitch C in m. 55, the lower voices trade the rhythmically 

turbulent motive on the text fürchte dich nicht, for a mostly homophonic cadence in the 

major C triad on the text du bist mein. It is interesting that Bach himself inserts the word 

denn (because or therefore) in mm. 55 and 56 in order to connect the two textual ideas 

that had previously not been joined together, creating a new sentence: Fürchte dich nicht, 

denn du bist mein (Fear you not, for you are mine). 

 Bach inserts another transitional section in mm. 57-63 before the next entry of the 

chorale tune, just as he did in mm. 45-50. Rather than composing completely new 
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musical material, Bach inserts a repeat of mm. 5-12 (Musical Example 4.14) with a few 

small enhancements. Most notably, he further emphasizes the alto voice gradatio by 

adding an anticipatio on the first statement of the word erlöst (m. 59) unlike in the first 

presentation of this music. Additionally, he adds an anticipatio in the tenor 2 voice (m. 

60) in parallel motion, decorating the alto. Bach also delays the alto’s arrival at pitch B 

by one measure relative to its source material, by rewriting the final cadence of this 

section in order to signal the culmination of the alto’s gradatio with one final instance of 

anticipatio in the final quarter beat of m. 62. These changes result in an even more 

heightened depiction of redemption. A final homophonic repetition of the word erlost is 

added in m. 63, cleanly confirming the cadential movement of the previous measure to 

the E major triad, without the previous enhancements that serve to continue phrasal 

expansion. 

 

Musical Example 4.18. Fürchte dich nicht, denn ich hab dich erlöst, mm. 50-63 
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The next portion of the motet introduces the second biblical text, from the Gospel 

of Luke, in the four lower voices, and can be understood in terms of the disposition 

scheme as an amplificatio (see Musical Example 4.19). It reads: Wahrlich ich sage dir: 

Heute wirst du mit mir im Paradies sein (Truly I tell you: today you shall be with me in 
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paradise), presenting yet another reason why the supplicant should not fear. Atop the the 

new text of the lower voices, the soprano voice sings the last phrase of the chorale tune, 

Hilf, daß ich mich bis in’s Grab nach dir möge sehnen (Help, that even in the grave I 

long for you).  

 The soprano voice’s full statement of the chorale tune is interrupted and delayed 

by forceful, homophonic responses in the lower voices in mm. 64-66, after only 

exclaiming the first word, hilf. It is as if the divine speaker, represented by the lower 

voices, is growing impatient with the supplicant who continues to fear despite repeated 

consolation. Bach highlights this increasing insistence with a use of epizeuxis, in 

immediately repeating the word wahrlich, or truly. In addition, each interruption from the 

lower voices comes a quarter rest after the soprano exclaims hilf. When both texts 

continue in m. 67, the interruption by the lower four voices begins only after an eighth 

beat of rest. This resulting syncopation in their entrance of the word heute (today), 

depicts a further heightening of tension. Bach also ornaments the increasing tension in the 

bass voice, with diminutio (various elaborations of longer notes through subdivision into 

notes of lesser duration), represented by the sixteenth-note figure which decorates the 

pitch E. Bach mirrors the previous lower-voice responses by also repeating heute in 

epizeuxis.  

 The next portion of the lower voices’ text wirst du mit mir (you shall be with me) 

is set in mimesis and epizeuxis, using an ascending, syllabic eighth-note motive that 

serves to maintain the increased rhythmic movement implied in the previous measure. It 

is traded between three different pairs of voices before a homophonic statement that 

begins on the pickup to m. 70, which signals a crucial moment. In m. 70, as the chorale 
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reaches the word Grab (grave), the lower voices begin a new descending motive on the 

text im Paradies sein (be in Paradise), also set in mimesis and epizeuxis. Bach 

additionally emphasizes this moment through harmonic inflection. The motive to which 

the text wirst du mit mir is set facilitates harmonic movement that alternates between the 

G major and C major triads. On the downbeat of m. 70, however, Bach thwarts the 

expected return to G major, with a temporary shift to the E major triad. 

 The motive that begins in m. 70 descends by step in each iteration, and is 

harmonized in thirds throughout, always by a pair of voices. This presentation of the 

motive depicts two individuals, the divine and the supplicant, together in paradise. Bach 

speeds up the stepwise descending trajectory of the motive when the bass voice enters in 

m. 72 by altering the motive to descend by the interval of a third in each subsequent 

iteration. In addition to a further heightening of tension, this increased harmonic 

movement signals a move to a cadence under the penultimate note of the chorale tune in 

m. 73 on the E major triad. The soprano settles on the final pitch A on the downbeat of  

m. 74. Bach depicts the continuing conflict between the two speakers, perhaps the 

stubbornness of the human, by immediately juxtaposing these different harmonic 

resolutions. As he did after the end of the first chorale phrase (mm. 55-57), Bach finally 

releases all tension accumulated in the phrase through a short return to the text and music 

of du bist mein. Measures 74-76 are almost an exact copy of the music contained in    

mm. 55-57, though transposed to A minor. 
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Musical Example 4.19. Fürchte dich nicht denn ich hab dich erlöst, mm. 64-76 
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 The entire motet closes with a repeat of the previously described excerpt, with 

three small variations (see Musical Example 4.20). For the first, Bach precedes the 

entrance of the soprano exclamations of the word hilf with a homophonic statement in the 

lower voices on the text wahrlich ich sage dir. The lower voices are reharmonized so that 

they can emerge from the A minor sonority established in the previous measure, and also 

so that they can prepare the soprano entrance on pitch B in m. 78. After the soprano 

entrance, the music is an exact copy until m. 88.  

 Secondly in m. 88, after the soprano reaches the final note of the second phrase of 

the chorale tune, the lower voices begin the expected cadence on the text du bist mein. 

While the lower voices begin the same way as in m. 74, the note values are elongated 

when the text is repeated beginning in m. 89, creating slower harmonic movement (twice 

as slow as its counterpart in mm. 74-75), signaling the end of the composition. Bach 

confirms this closure by immediately repeating the altered, slow cadential figure (mm. 

91-92), and finally settling to the A major triad in the last measure of the motet.   
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He also uses the anticipatio figure (in the alto voice) that was associated with the 

word erlöst, to highlight its melodic movement from pitch G-sharp to A. Bach’s 

recollection of this figure reinforces the idea that the supplicant belongs to the divine 

because they have been erlöst, redeemed. Bach creates, in terms of the textual disposition 

scheme of the motet, a conclusio out of the text du bist mein. It effectively summarizes 

the combined message of the text: that the supplicant has no fear for they have been 

redeemed, called individually. They belong to their divine creator. Musically, the 

conclusio is to accomplish the same goal, and it borrows music from previous portions of 

the motet in its construction. 

 

Musical Example 4.20. Fürchte dich nicht, denn ich hab dich erlöst, m. 76-78;  
mm. 88-93 
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Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh’ dorthin 

 Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh’ dorthin presents an opportunity to observe Bach’s 

expressive text delivery on a grander scale than either Der Gerechte or Fürchte dich nicht 

do. It is written for two SATB choirs and continuo in the Venetian polychoral style (cori 

spezzati), which was originally an Italian style of composition made popular in Germany 

through the vocal works of composers such as Giovanni Gabrieli, Orlando di Lasso, Hans 

Leo Hassler, and Heinrich Schütz. The style is generally characterized by multiple choirs 

set in antiphonal dialogue that eventually coalesce to powerful tutti cadences. 

 Though the exact occasion for which this motet was composed is not known, it is 

clear that it was intended for use during the Christmas season. The text for Merk auf, 

mein Herz consists of seven stanzas of Martin Luther’s fifteen-stanza Christmas Hymn 

published in 1523, Vom Himmel hoch, da komm ich her. These particular stanzas (in 

order: 7, 3, 6, 8, 9, 13, 15) were extracted and reordered by Bach in order to guide the 

listener through a storyline that begins with a proclamation of the birth of Jesus, depicts 

travel to see and adore the child, and closes with a general statement of praise. Each 

stanza is given its own movement. The original hymn tune serves as inspiration for much 

of the motivic material of the piece, though is not set in full as a cantus firmus until the 

last stanza. Nonetheless, Luther’s hymn was extremely popular, and would have been 

readily recognized by the intended listener from the outset. 

The first stanza is sung only by choir 1, for rhetorical reasons that are revealed in 

the third stanza. It functions as the exordium and calls the listener’s attention to the 

joyous event. Bach achieves this by setting the first line of text, Merk auf, mein Herz, und 

sieh’ dorthin (Take heed, my heart, and look therein) in a series of rhythmic antiphonal 
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calls and responses between various combinations of voices (see Musical Example 4.21). 

In mm. 1-4 the tenor voice calls to the soprano, alto, and bass voices who respond twice 

with short statements of Merk auf, before completing the clause homophonically along 

with the tenor. Bach relies on motoric eighth-note movement coupled with the musical-

rhetorical device epizeuxis shown in the emphatic and numerous repetitions of the call to 

action by the tenor. Bach depicts increased excitement in the second call, und sieh 

dorthin, by shortening the time between the antiphonal responses by half (mm. 4-5). 

Compounding the increased rhythmic excitement, Bach employs the musical-rhetorical 

device gradatio, shown in the incremental climb of the calls and responses, which travel 

from the F major triad by a circle-of-fifths progression, to the D minor triad at the 

downbeat of m. 6. At this point, Bach proceeds through another series of antiphonal calls 

and responses similar to the first four measures, however the bass voice functions as the 

calling voice in epizeuxis, rather than the tenor. 

 Bach strikingly sets the next line of text, a question, was liegt dort in dem 

Krippelein? (what lies there in the manger?), by temporarily suspending the previous 

motoric eighth-note movement, in exchange for slower note values beginning in the 

pickup to m. 9. In addition, Bach lowers the tessitura of all voices on this line, a usage of 

hypotyposis, in order to paint the stillness of lying in the manger. This excerpt shows 

Bach’s ability to quickly manage textural shifts in order to expressively depict contrasting 

ideas in the text. 
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Musical Example 4.21. Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh’ dorthin, mm. 1-12 
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 Following the cadence on the word Krippelein (manger), the next phrase is set by 

Bach in a texture that combines the two musical ideas presented in mm. 1-13. The next 

line of text is another question, Wes ist das schöne Kindelein? (Who is the beautiful little 

child?). Bach sets the tenor voice in the familiar driving eighth-note rhythm beginning in 

m. 13, with frequent repetitions (epizuexis) of the positive descriptor, schöne (see 

Musical Example 4.22). Atop the tenor voice, the alto voice states the question in 

smoother, straight quarter-note rhythm. In m. 15 the phrase is repeated with expanded 

texture: the emphatic repetitions of the text appear in the bass voice, and the top three 

voices state the question in plain quarters.  

 The close of the first stanza answers the previous pair of questions: es ist das liebe 

Jesulein (it is the dear little Jesus). Bach sweetly depicts the words das liebe (the dear), 

through a striking chain of dissonances created by dialogue between the soprano voice 

and the lower three voices (mm.19-24), as they trade the text back and forth in another 

usage of epizeuxis. In each exchange, the second pitch of the bass voice response creates 

the interval of a seventh, and the alto a tritone, with the latter portion of the soprano held 

note. The soprano voice descends by step, while the lower voices outline descending 

harmonic movement through the circle of fifths, from pitch A descending to D, G to C, 

then F to B-flat. In the final homophonic cadence, the bass voice steps chromatically 

from B-flat to B-natural, and finally to C in order to cadence on the home F major triad. 

Bach repeats this closing figure, for increased emphasis, in mm. 25-31. The only 

alteration is a slightly elongated final cadential figure. 
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Musical Example 4.22. Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh’ dorthin, mm. 13-24 
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The second stanza elaborates on the first, and explains that the child in the manger 

is the savior of all people. This stanza is set using only the second choir, in response to 

the first stanza sung by the first choir. The next musical example, 4.23, comes from the 

conclusion of the second stanza, von allen Sünden machen rein (from all sins makes 

pure). This joyful text celebrates that the child will make all people pure by the removal 

of their sins. To depict this ecstatic joy, Bach employs a number of musical-rhetorical 

devices in combination. He sets the voices in imitative counterpoint (mimesis), beginning 

with the tenor voice in m. 49. Two beats later the alto enters, and in another two beats the 

soprano voice enters. The entrance of the bass voice is only one beat after the soprano 

begins, creating heightened excitement. In mm. 49-53, Bach brings emphasis to the verb 

machen (makes) by setting it in a short descending trillo (a rapid alternation of two 

adjacent notes), each time that it is stated. This causes it to emerge to prominence in the 

texture among otherwise decorative eighth-note movement. 

From m. 54 to the close of the movement, Bach brings an extended version of the 

trillo to the foreground in the alto voice only, while the other three voices in epizeuxis 

repeat the adjective rein (pure) before cadencing together with the alto voice at the 
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downbeat of m. 56. This process is repeated a second time, and extended for one measure 

with an extra iteration of the adjective rein. In order to make the final sonority occur on a 

strong beat, Bach delays the cadence by one quarter-rest, and augments the length of 

machen in m. 58. The depiction of purity is supported by Bach’s harmonic treatment of 

rein. Each repetition by the soprano, tenor, and bass voices is set in consonant, root-

position harmony. 

 

Musical Example 4.23: Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh’ dorthin, mm. 49-59 
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 Bach finally employs both choirs in stanza three. He delays use of the full 

ensemble until this moment in order to depict the first line of text, Des laßt uns alle 

fröhlich sein, und mit den Hirten gehn hinein  (Then let us all be joyful, and with the 

Shepherds go hither). In addition to the increase in vocal forces, Bach captures the action 

of joining the shepherds and going to the child through a shift to a pastoral 12/8 meter. 

He sets the first three lines of this stanza antiphonally. Choir 1 introduces a  line of text, 

and choir 2 repeats it in the next measure. Aside from the antiphonal responses by choir 

2, none of the text of the first three lines is repeated, and the choirs do not overlap 

between their statements. Bach’s rather plain setting of the first three lines of text brings 

even more emphasis to the special treatment of the last line of the stanza, mit seinem 

lieben Sohn verehrt (with his dear son glorified; see Musical Example 4.24). 

 The first statement of the last line of the stanza sung by choir 1 begins in m. 66. 

There are two aspects of this presentation that depict glorification of God’s dear child by 

his visitors. First, the bass voice, after no text of the third stanza has been repeated, is set 

using the device epizeuxis, stating the word lieben (dear) a total of five times. The bass 

voice glorifies the child through these energetic repetitions. Above the bass voice, the 

soprano, alto, and tenor voices homophonically harmonize the bass voice in smooth, long 

notes above. The upper voice’s second statement of the word lieben is emphasized with 

an accumulation of dissonance on the downbeat of m. 67, which releases in the 

subsequent cadential figure on Sohn verehrt. Following the pattern established since the 

beginning of the movement, choir 2 antiphonally responds to choir 1 with the same 

material at a lower pitch level in m. 68. Interestingly, Bach changes the text underlay of 

the bass 2 voice: it is also set in epizeuxis, but repeats a slightly larger fragment of the 
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line, seinem lieben (his dear). This small change brings emphasis to the fact that the child 

that has been given to the world came as a gift from God—it is his child. 

 After choir 2 repeats the last line of text, Bach truncates the last note of the phrase 

to create a quick return to the third line of the stanza in mm. 70. Through this, Bach 

repeats the ornamented last phrase, set up by a return to the line of text before, and the 

order of the antiphonal responses is reversed. Choir 2 returns to the third line, to which 

choir 1 responds in m. 71. The reordering of the choir’s dialogue alters the listener’s 

perception of the antiphonal responses by the other choir. Previously, choir 2 always 

responded to whatever was sung by choir 1 at a lower pitch level. This makes each repeat 

sound as an echo, less prominent than the first statement. Now, each antiphonal response 

builds on the previous leading to a perceived rise in energy.  

 Bach closes the movement with an expanded treatment of the fourth and last line 

of the stanza, structurally based on, but with a number of enhancements from, the first 

time it was presented (mm. 72-75). Following the previous reversal of the antiphonal 

responses, choir 2 begins, and choir 1 joins two beats later. This is the first time in the 

third movement that both choirs sing at the same time. Bach again uses the musical-

rhetorical device epizeuxis to emphasize the word lieben, though it is moved into the 

soprano voices of both choirs. The composite melody between the two soprano voices 

results in the repetition of the word lieben at the same rate as the bass voice had before. 

The lower voices harmonize the soprano voices in epizeuxis, outlining circle of fifths 

movement, and both soprano voices form a dissonant seventh with the bass voices on 

every second tied note of the word lieben. This is yet another way that Bach emphasizes 

the word lieben. 
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It is worth noting that harmonically, this is identical to the closure of the first 

movement. After circle of fifths movement clearly seen in the bass voices  (mm. 73-74) 

from pitch A down to D, G to C, and F to B-flat, cadential movement to the home F 

major triad is prepared by chromatically climbing from B-flat, to B-natural, to C, which 

ultimately leads back to F. Throughout the course of these first three movements of Merk 

auf, mein Herz, Bach is clearly employing the circle of fifths as a harmonic tool. In 

addition, the altered B-natural pitch in the bass voice is always harmonized as a first 

inversion G major triad with a seventh added in one of the inner voices. Bach, applying 

his knowledge of how to utilize circle of fifths progressions and resolving dissonance, is 

pointing to the tonal idea of secondary dominants. Mirroring the closure of the first and 

second movement, Bach immediately repeats the exact music of mm. 72-75 in mm. 75-58 

to end the third. This elaborate harmonic closure to the movement is a richly expressive 

depiction of the glorification of God’s child. 
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Musical Example 4.24. Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh’ dorthin, mm. 66-75 
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 The fourth stanza of Merk auf, mein Herz reflects the reaction of the speaker upon 

arriving to view the child. Bach brings striking harmonic emphasis to the first negative 

expression of text in the motet, und kömmst ins Elend her zu mir (and [you] come in 

misery to me; see Musical Example 4.25). In this context, misery refers to the human 

form; that God would gift his only child, thus a part of themself, to the world in the form 

of a helpless, human infant.  

Bach employs the use of two musical-rhetorical devices simultaneously in order 

to depict misery; the struggle between the divine and human. The first, catabasis, can be 

observed in the chromatic descent of the soprano voice. Bach harmonizes this descending 

chromatic line with a dizzying series of altered triads, which is of the most harmonically 
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daring motives contained in the motet thus far. This highly chromatic harmonization, 

filled with tri-tones, can be described as pathopoeia (a musical passage which seeks to 

arouse a passionate affection through chromaticism or some other means). It can be found 

first in the pickup to m. 112 in choir 2, and is subsequently traded antiphonally at various 

pitch levels between both choirs for a total of four statements. The first statement of the 

motive by choir 2 is found in Musical Example 4.25. 

 

Musical Example 4.25. Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh’ dorthin, mm. 112-116 

 

 The next two musical examples contain the closing line of the fourth stanza: Wie 

soll ich immer danken dir? (How shall I always thank you?). The speaker recognizes the 

great sacrifice of God assuming human form through his child in order to save them, and 

rhetorically questions how they might repay for this sacrifice through eternal thanks. 

Bach depicts this eternal, effusive thanks through the lengthiest presentation of epizeuxis 

in the entire motet (see Musical Examples 4.26.1 and 4.26.2).  
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 Bach calls the attention of the listener to the sudden shift in affect of the text, by 

suddenly shortening the time between the antiphonal responses of each choir. The 

previous line of text was presented with a chromatic motive (see Musical Example 4.25), 

which was traded between the choirs every four measures. In m. 127, choir 2 bursts forth 

with a short, new, consonant motive on the text wie soll ich immer (how shall I ever), 

which is traded antiphonally between the choirs at every measure. This is an additional 

example of Bach intentionally ordering the antiphonal responses of the choirs in order to 

create an increase of energy. He introduces this motive with choir 2 at a lower pitch level 

than choir 1, and choir 1 quickly responds at a higher pitch level. When repeated in such 

short succession, a rapid increase in intensity is the result. The first of two motives that 

Bach uses to paint eternal thanks is found in mm. 127-131. Bach uses it as a transitional 

episode, in this case, in order to introduce the new affect of the text. Bach reuses this 

motive later in the movement (see Musical Example 4.26.2) in order to signal the final 

cadence that closes the entire movement.  

In addition to the increase in rhythmic energy, this positive mood shift is also 

depicted harmonically. The previous chromatic motive, painting the misery of the divine 

on earth, featured  extremely fast harmonic movement between altered triads on each 

syllable. This new transitional motive is set in consonant unaltered triads; choir 2 outlines 

movement from the A minor to the D minor triad, and choir 1 moves from D minor back 

to the A minor triad. It is interesting to note that Bach uses the F major triad to substitute 

for the A minor triad (m. 127) on choir 2’s first entrance with the transitional motive. 

This is to accommodate the ending of choir 1’s previous line of text, which ends on an F 

major triad. The F major and A minor triads share two common tones, C and A, which 
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facilitates this substitution. Bach stops the rate of antiphonal responses at the measure and 

delays the entrance of choir 1 by one measure in m. 132. This extra measure serves to 

prepare for a clear entrance of the second motive, which finally states the sentence in its 

entirety. It also facilitates a harmonic descent from the D minor triad to B-flat, in which 

the second motive begins. 

The first full statement of the second motive that Bach uses to explore the many 

ways in which one might eternally thank God for his sacrifice is located in mm. 132-139. 

He introduces the motive using choir 1 alone. Bach cleverly depicts the idea of eternity 

through the use of a pedal in the bass voice on pitch B-flat. Atop the bass voice pedal, the 

upper three voices alternate each measure between the B-flat major triad, and F major 

colored with a minor seventh (E-flat). This regular alteration between the F and B-flat 

triads on top of the B-flat pedal in the bass voice in each measure creates a regular 

accumulation and release of dissonance between all voices. The word immer (always) is 

set in epizeuxis, stated a total of eight times in each presentation of the motive. The 

combination of the fervent repetition of immer, on top of the bass voice pedal, results in a 

striking, exciting presentation of eternal thanks. 

Bach signals the final cadence of the motive by releasing the bass pedal on B-flat 

stepwise down to G in beat three of m. 137. This prepares for a cadence that settles on the 

F major triad, using circle-of-fifths motion through to the C major triad in m. 138. Bach 

begins the antiphonal response of choir 2 in the newly established F major sonority 

beginning in m. 139. This second motive is traded between the choirs, overlapping at the 

last measure of each choirs’ presentation, a total of four times. Each time, the cadential 

movement set to the text danken dir (thank you), prepares for the next statement of the 
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motive a harmonic fifth up from where it began. The first statement begins on a B-flat 

major triad moving to F major, the second (not pictured) begins in F major and moves to 

the  C minor triad,  the third, from C minor to the G minor triad, and the fourth and final 

statement, from G minor to the D minor triad.  

 

Musical Example 4.26.1. Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh’ dorthin, mm. 127-139 
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 Musical Example 4.26.2 shows an expansion of the pedal motive that uses both 

choirs simultaneously. Bach closes the fourth movement with an expanded presentation 

of a motive presented earlier using only one choir. The pedal motive is restructured 

between the two choirs into three identifiable layers. First, the alto voices of each choir 

assume the role of the pedal voice (mm. 65-66) on pitch F, and trade a new, short, two-

measure motive that overlaps at the measure. Interestingly, the alto voices are not 

accompanied by the continuo or other voices, so the implied harmony is not clear until 

the entrance of more voices. Two measures later, in m. 67, the soprano, tenor, and bass 

voices of choir 1 begin their modified presentation of the pedal motive on a B-flat major 

triad. Another two measures later, the soprano, tenor, and bass of choir 2 join with the 

same material as that of choir 1. This layered approach creates an extremely active 

overall texture, with constant, seemingly never-ending repetitions of the word immer. 

Because the harmonic structure of the motive alternates between two sonorities at rate of 

a measure, staggering entrances every two measures is a likely scheme. This way, the 

harmonic content of both choirs will align. By choosing the pitch F as the pedal tone in 

the alto voices, rather than B-flat in the bass voices, Bach removes an element of 

harmonic continuity from the motive, and emphasizes the undulation between B-flat and 

F.  

Bach places the homophonic final cadence of this layered, expanded pedal motive 

on the D minor triad in mm. 173-174. This allows Bach to insert a reprise of the 

transitional motive (see Musical Example 4.26), which signals a drive to the final 

cadence of the movement. The order of antiphonal responses in the second presentation 

of the transitional motive (mm. 176-179) is reversed from the first (mm. 127-130) with 
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choir 1 leading. This signals that the movement is coming to a close. In the first 

presentation, each antiphonal response by choir 1 was higher in pitch than that of choir 2, 

signifying a build of energy or intensity. This reversal has the opposite effect. In m. 180 

Bach uses a shift to the D major triad in choir 1 to signal the arrival of the final cadential 

figure closing the movement. Just as in the close of movements one and three, Bach 

utilizes a circle-of-fifths progression, with triad root movement from D major in  

m. 180, to the G minor triad in m. 181, and finally cadences from C major to F.  

The excerpts seen in Musical Examples 4.26.1 and 4.26.2 are of large-scale 

structural importance as well. Across each of the first three movements Bach has 

continued a general trend of thickening textures and increasing speed. The first two 

movements feature each chorus alone, in moderate duple meter. The third movement 

finally uses both choirs, in a faster 12/8 meter, however Bach only sets the choirs 

together in eight-voice texture for a short episode at the close of the movement. The 

fourth movement uses both choirs throughout, and features a dramatic increase in speed, 

reflected by a meter shift to 3/1. The entire setting of the question  Wie soll ich immer 

danken dir? (How shall I ever thank you?) represents the culmination of energy that has 

been building throughout the first half of the motet. Musical Example 4.26.2 illustrates 

the longest period of sustained, multi-layered, eight-voice texture so far, in a stunning 

example of effusive, joyful epizeuxis. 
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Musical Example 4.26.2. Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh’ dorthin, mm. 165-184 
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 The musical setting of the opening of the fifth verse contains a striking series of 

musical-rhetorical devices used by Bach in order to enhance the stark juxtaposition of 

ideas contained in the first two lines of text: Ach, Herr, du Schöpfer aller Ding, wie bist 

du worden so gering (Ah, Lord, you Creator of all things, how did you become so lowly). 

The text further explores the conflict between the divine and its arrival to Earth in the 

form of an infant, introduced in the fourth stanza (see Musical Example 4.27). The 

dramatic opening of the fifth verse also highlights the contrast of exuberant joy that 

ended the fourth stanza, and the serious tone of the text to follow. 

 Bach depicts the power of the “creator of all things” through a combination of 

musical elements. The first three measures (mm. 185-187) contain the first observed 

musical-rhetorical device, gradatio. This is the only movement that begins with all eight 

voices of the ensemble in strict homophony. Bach isolates the first two words Ach, Herr 

(Ah, Lord), in three exclamations set in homophonic block chords, that directly modulate 

ascending by root movement of a third on the word Herr. The first begins on a B-flat 

major triad moving up to D minor, then from the D minor triad to F major, and finally 

from F major to an A major triad. Bach also indicates fermatas over each Herr, which 

results in a repeated suspension of time and inferred slow presentation. There also is 

trinitarian symbolism implied by the sequential harmonic modulation by thirds. It is no 

coincidence that Bach sets the word Herr in such striking, drawn out, direct sequential 

modulation. 

 In mm. 188-189 Bach continues in strict eight-voice homophony, though the 

absence of fermatas suggests that the tactus continues regularly from this point on. This 

passage is a short transitional episode that Bach uses to harmonically resolve the altered 
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C-sharps contained in the A major triad by movement to the D minor triad. After this 

resolution, Bach reverses the process of the first three measures by modulating by 

descending thirds from D to B-flat major, and B-flat major to G minor in preparation for 

a return to the home F major triad, on which the next motive begins.  

 The second musical-rhetorical device Bach utilizes to depict the power of the 

divine displayed through the creation of all things, is the tirata (a rapid scalar passage 

spanning a fourth to an octave or more). Quite dramatically, Bach sets the word Schöpfer 

(Creator) using a series of three tirate in sixteenth notes. They span an octave, with 

contrary motion between the soprano and bass voices of each choir (mm. 190-196). In 

addition, this motive is set antiphonally between the choirs, at the same pitch level, and at 

the half measure so that each pair of tirate overlap. After each choir’s turbulent  depiction 

of the act of creation, Bach sets aller Ding in a homophonic cadential figure that outlines 

an ascent by circle-of-fifths movement, to cadence on the C major triad (m. 191) where 

the process is begun anew (m. 192). Bach repeats this process a total of three times 

moving from F to C major, C major to G minor, and finally G minor to D minor.  

 After this turbulent, powerful depiction of creation, Bach restructures the texture 

of the ensemble drastically, to reflect the text: wie bist du worden so gering (how have 

you become so lowly). After the third and final cadence of aller Ding, Bach sets the alto, 

tenor, and bass voices of both choirs in a series of three homophonic calls using the text 

Ach, Herr, du Schöpfer, to which the soprano voices in parallel thirds respond, wie bist 

du worden so gering. Each of the calls of the lower voices are separated by three beats of 

rest, which are described as the musical-rhetorical device aposiopesis. The resulting 

effect is that the soprano voices are unsupported by the rest of the ensemble as they sing 
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their line of text. This is especially dramatic, coming out of such a prolonged period of 

extremely thick, eight-voice texture. Bach is depicting the lowly, infantile state of the 

powerful divine creator through the repeated reduction of texture to only two voices. 

Additionally, the third response by the soprano voices (pickup to m. 200), is shortened to 

only so gering, to bring extra emphasis to the word. 

It is also interesting to note the static harmonic nature of this episode. Each call of 

the lower three voices on Ach, Herr or du, Schöpfer repeatedly outlines the same 

harmonic motion from D minor to A major. In m. 188, where this text was presented for 

the very first time in its entirety, it is set in A major, cadencing to D minor. This 

harmonic reversal is a depiction of the juxtaposition of power, and lowliness; how the 

divine relinquished, or, reversed their status, in order to come to Earth.  
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Musical Example 4.27. Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh’ dorthin, mm. 185-200 
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Musical Example 4.28 shows the conclusion of the fifth stanza, davon ein Rind 

und Esel fraß (on which the cow and donkey feed), and reveals a more whimsical side of 

Bach. In the soprano lines of both choirs, two musical-rhetorical figures can be seen. The 

first, catabasis (a descending musical passage that expresses descending, lowly, or 

negative images or affections), is constructed with a descending stepwise passage that 

outlines the interval of a minor seventh. Bach is highlighting the lowliness of the Christ-

child’s position; he is sleeping in a box of grass, which usually is used to feed the 

animals. Utilizing the interval of a seventh, Bach rather comically depicts the braying of a 

donkey through hypotyposis (a vivid musical representation of images found in the 

accompanying text) consisting of a series of three consecutive leaps upward, which return 

to the original pitch. The highest pitch of each seventh leap also emphasizes a tri-tone 

with the bass voice in each choir’s presentation.  

This motive is introduced by choir 2 first, and then repeated by choir 1, but never 

presented in full, eight-voice texture. In contrast to the general build in intensity and 

texture between movements one and four, the fifth movement reflects a reverse of 

process through thinning of texture. The text follows a similar thematic trajectory across 

each stanza. The first four stanzas detail excitement around the birth of Jesus and the 

shepherds and angels subsequently traveling to glorify the child. In the fifth stanza the 

speaker begins to recognize the sacrifice that their divine creator has made on their 

behalf, shifting to a more solemn, serious tone. 
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Musical Example 4.28. Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh’ dorthin, pickup to mm. 211-220 
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The stanza of the sixth movement is a passionate plea from the speaker to the 

divine child. Having recognized the great sacrifice made by the divine on their behalf, the 

speaker asks that the child, in exchange for the lowly manger would, mach dir ein rein, 

sanft Bettelein, zu ruhn in meines Herzens Schrein (make you a pure, soft little bed, to 

rest in my Heart’s shrine). This can be seen as the answer to the question raised at the 

close of the fourth stanza, wie soll ich immer danken dir? (how shall I ever thank you?).  

 Bach sets the first half of this line, mach dir ein rein, sanft Bettelein using the 

musical-rhetorical device noema, defined as a homophonic passage within a contrapuntal 

texture (see Musical Example 4.29). This device functions based on its context within the 

construction of the piece, highlighting the text it expresses by setting it in direct textural 

contrast to what comes before. An additional characteristic is the harmony outlined by the 

noema, which is consistently consonant. The only dissonance found in this episode 

occurs briefly within cadential figures. Bach sets the noema in the alto, tenor, and bass 

voices of both choirs. The soprano voices are tacet. This relegation of the figure to the 

lower three voices of each choir is another expressive choice by Bach, emphasizing 

tranquility through low tessitura.  

For added emphasis, Bach sets the noema a total of three times, with each 

statement set a third higher than the previous. Within each statement the harmonic 

movement is up a fifth, but Bach descends by third from the final triad of each statement 

in order to begin the next. The net result of a rising fifth, followed by a descending third, 

is a rising third. The first statement (mm. 234-238) begins on a D minor triad and 

cadences on an A major triad. Bach moves from an A major to a F major triad for the 

second statement (mm. 238-242), which cadences on a C major triad. The third         
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(mm. 242-247) moves from a C major triad to an A minor triad, however it breaks the 

pattern established by the first two statements by cadencing a third down, on F major. 

This repetition of a noema at different pitch levels represents another definition of 

mimesis. 

 After the three statements of the line of text mach dir ein rein, sanft Bettelein, 

Bach continues to the second half of the sentence, zu ruhn in meines Herzens Schrein, by 

adding an E-flat pitch to the F triad, in order to quickly modulate to a B-flat major triad 

(mm. 247-248). Bach gives special attention to the verb ruhn (rest) to colorfully heighten 

its delivery using the device tremolo (an instrumental or vocal trembling on one note, 

resulting in a wavering pitch or vibrato) in the alto, tenor, and bass voices, underneath an 

extraordinarily long soprano pedal tone that releases using the musical-rhetorical figure 

anticipatio. The combination of all of these elements, can be described as an extremely 

ornate presentation of hypotyposis, in order to vividly depict the divine resting in the 

heart of the human. 

This can first be observed in choir 2, beginning in the second half of m. 248. Bach 

sets the soprano voice of choir 2 on a pedal tone on the pitch D, the third of the B-flat 

triad. Before beginning the tremolo, the alto 2, tenor 2, and bass 2 voices reemphasize the 

B-flat major triad through two short statements of zu ruhn on the pickup to the downbeats 

of m. 249 and m. 250. On the pickup to m. 251, the bass voice makes an octave leap that 

begins the colorful episode of extended tremolo on the word ruhn. While holding the 

word ruhn and pulsing each quarter, the lower three voices move in stepwise contrary 

motion, changing pitches each measure. The bass voice steps down, while the alto and 

tenor voices step up. Throughout the tremolo passage, the harmony becomes more and 
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more dissonant, culminating on the downbeat of measure m. 255 with an E-flat pitch in 

the bass voice, the tenor an augmented fifth above on the pitch B natural, and the soprano 

pedal pitch D, a major seventh above.  

Bach temporarily resolves the accumulated dissonance by moving the soprano 

voice pedal down a fifth to the pitch G and then immediately up a fourth to C, while 

simultaneously moving the tenor voice to E-flat, forming a first inversion C minor triad. 

The lower three voices continue with a cadential figure on the text in meines Herzens 

Schrein (m. 256), which moves from an F minor triad, to G major, then cadences in C 

major. The soprano voice pedal finally releases in the first two quarter notes of m. 256 

from pitch C to B-natural, atop the lower voice’s F minor triad, which can be described as 

an anticipatio. The B-natural is dissonant, forming a tri-tone with the bass voice, but it 

implies the G major harmony that is to come, just after the soprano releases (second half 

of m. 256). 
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Musical Example 4.29. Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh’ dorthin, mm. 234-257 
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 The seventh and final stanza of Merk auf, Mein herz, the conclusio, contains a 

statement of praise to God for the gift and sacrifice of seinen eingen Sohn (his only son) 

to the world. The second sentence, from which the final musical example is taken, 

describes the multitude of angels rejoicing: des freuet sich der Engel schar und singen 

uns solch neues Jahr (the angels rejoice, and sing to us of the new year). Bach employs a 

number of techniques in order to create a closing, befitting of the grand scale of the entire 

motet (see Musical Example 4.30).  

 The entire seventh stanza is set in a texture that has been used a number of times 

throughout the last three movements of the motet. The soprano voices of each choir 

function together as a structural unit, contrasted with the lower three voices of each choir. 
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An important difference in the seventh stanza is that the soprano voices are set in unison 

throughout, singing the full chorale tune by Martin Luther, in mainly half-note motion, as 

a cantus firmus. This is the only movement in which the original chorale tune appears in 

its entirety.  The lower three voices from each choir antiphonally trade short, syllabic 

eighth-note motives of varying lengths derived from the text of the soprano voices above. 

This functions to create a motoric, consistent eighth-note pulse, reminiscent of the 

opening of the first stanza. In combination with the soprano chorale tune cantus firmus, 

this recall of the first movement’s characteristic driving rhythm creates an atmosphere of 

summarization, of closing, inherent to the nature of a conclusio. 

 Bach uses three musical-rhetorical devices in order to emphasize the joy of the 

rejoicing angels as they sing of the the neues Jahr. The first can be observed in the lower 

three voices of each choir in mm. 334-336. Bach ornaments each statement of the word 

neues in the alto and bass voices of both choirs on beat four of m. 334 and m. 335 with 

short sixteenth-note trillo figures. In m. 336, Bach heightens the rhythmic energy further 

by shortening the length between the antiphonal responses of the lower voices of each 

choir by half a measure, and doubles the length of the decorative sixteenth-note figures 

that ornament the word neues. The longer sixteenth-note figures, located in the tenor and 

bass voices of each choir, are classified as the musical-rhetorical device circulatio (a 

series of usually eight notes in a circular or sine wave formation) due to their length and 

shape.  

 The third and final musical-rhetorical device that Bach uses in order to depict the 

joy and hope for a new age, is called a paragogue (a cadenza or coda added over a pedal 

point at the end of a composition). This device can be observed in mm. 337-341. When 
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the soprano voices reach the penultimate note of the chorale tune and the lower voices 

finish their last antiphonal exchange, Bach suspends the soprano, alto, and bass voices of 

both choirs in a four-measure-long pedal on the C major triad, delaying the final 

resolution to the home, F major triad. In addition to the extended pedal on the 

penultimate harmony, the other defining characteristic of a paragogue is found in the 

tenor voices of both choirs. Amidst the static harmony of the six-voice pedal tone, both 

tenor voices trade scalar sixteenth-note motives of various lengths that repeatedly 

emphasize the C major triad. Bach does not alter the B-flat in the key signature, which 

allows the dissonant minor seventh it creates with the triad root to imply and emphasize 

the impending final movement to the F major triad. The tenor 1 voice introduces each 

sixteenth-note flourish, and the tenor 2 voice immediately echoes. This extended, 

exuberant cadenza creates a satisfying ending for the listener, which matches the scale of 

the entire motet. 
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Musical Example 4.30. Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh’ dorthin, mm. 334-342 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

These three selected motets of Bach show careful attention to depiction and 

delivery of text in a variety of settings. Bach’s music reflects the assimilation of 

contemporary seventeenth-century German theoretical trends in his application of 

musical rhetorical devices, his usage of triadic harmonic organization, and creative 

methods of expression using harmony.  

Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt reveals that Bach composed, from 

conception to completion, with expressive text delivery as his central goal. The text 

informs motivic construction, which in turn dictates small and large scale harmonic 

processes. He uses vivid, sudden harmonic coloration, especially in homophonic textures, 

in order to emphasize important words. This constant, meticulous attention to detail 

results in memorable and  persuasive delivery. Fürchte dich nicht, especially highlights 

Bach’s artful creation of dialogue between two speakers, using different text sources. 

Analysis of Merk auf, mein Herz shows many vivid, pictorial depictions of text using a 

wide variety of creative techniques. Additionally, Merk auf, mein Herz contains many 

opportunities to observe Bach’s exploitation of circle-of-fifths harmonic progressions, as 

well as modulations by third. 

Rhetorical analysis gives singers and conductors greater insight in making 

important performance decisions including but not limited to, articulation, dynamic 

shape, balancing of textures, tempos, expressive gestures, and text declamation. Allowing 

the rhetorical analysis to inform performance, represents the completion of the rhetorical 

process—delivery. In order to be involved in the rhetorical process, to bring truly 

persuasive delivery, the performer must understand the methods by which a composer 
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constructs and ornaments the musical presentation of the text. Musical-rhetorical devices 

lead the performer to recognize the most important expressive moments within the larger 

context of a piece. The devices can provide motivation for the performer, much in the 

sense of an actor finding motivation for how a character they portray might deliver a line 

of text.  

It comes as no surprise that the vocal works of Bach were so admired by his 

younger family members for their expressive content. My analysis offers a detailed look 

at an often-overlooked body of work composed between two monumental German 

composers, Heinrich Schütz and Johann Sebastian Bach. Bach’s motets, carefully 

wrought with expressive intent, are a valuable addition to the repertoire of any modern 

choral ensemble.   
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Appendix A: Motet Texts and Translations49 

 

Der Gerechte, ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt 

Der Gerechte,  
ob er gleich zu zeitig stirbt 
ist er doch in der Ruhe. 
Er gefällt Gott wohl und ist ihm lieb  
und wird weggenommen  
aus dem Leben unter den Sündern, 
und wird hingerücket,  
daß die Bosheit seinen Verstand nicht verkehre,  
noch falsche Lehre seine Seele betrübe, 
er ist bald vollkommen worden  
und hat viel Jahr’ erfüllet. 
Denn seine Seele gefällt Gott wohl.  
Darum eilet er mit ihm aus dem bösen Leben. 
 
 
Weisheit 4,7-14 

The righteous one, 
though he dies too soon, 
is yet in peace. 
He pleases God well, and is loved by him, 
And shall be taken away 
from life among sinners, 
and shall be snatched up, 
that wickedness not twist his mind, 
nor false teaching distress his soul, 
He is soon enough perfected and achieves 
many years. 
Because his soul pleases God well, 
therefore he hurries him from this wicked 
life. 
 
Wisdom 4:7-14 

 
 

Fürchte dich nicht, denn ich hab dich erlöst 

Fürchte dich nicht, 
denn ich hab dich erlöst, 
ich habe dich bei deinem Namen gerufen: 
du bist mein. 
 
Jesaja 43,1 

Fear you not, 
for I have redeemed you.  
I have called you by your name: 
you are mine. 
 
Isaiah 43:1 

Wahrlich, ich sage dir: 
Heute wirst du mir im Paradies sein. 
 
Lukas 23,43 

Truly I tell you: 
Today you will be with me in Paradise. 
 
Luke 23:43 

O Jesu, du mein Hilf und Ruh, 
Ich bitte dich mit Tränen: 
Hilf daß ich mich bis ins Grab 
Nach dir möge sehnen. 
 
Johann Rist 

Ah Jesus, you my help and rest, 
I beseech you with tears: 
Help that even in the grave, 
I long for you. 
 
Johann Rist 

 

                                                
49 All English translations provided by author. 
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Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh’ dorthin 

1.Merk auf, mein Herz, und sieh dorthin, 
was liegt dort in dem Krippelein? 
Was ist das schöne Kindelein? 
Es ist das liebe Jesulein. 

Take heed, my heart, and look therein, 
what lies there in the manger? 
What is the beautiful little child? 
It is the dear little Jesus. 

2. Es ist der Herr Christ, unser Gott, 
der will euch führ'n aus aller Not. 
Er will euer Heiland selber sein, 
von allen Sünden machen rein. 

He is the Lord, our God, 
he wants to lead you from all struggle. 
He will himself your savior be, 
from all sins makes pure.  

3. Des laßt uns alle fröhlich sein 
und mit den Hirten gehn hinein, 
zu sehen, was Gott hat beschert, 
mit seinem lieben Sohn verehrt. 

Then let us all be joyful 
and go with the shepherds hither, 
to see what God bestows, 
with his dear son glorified. 

4. Bist willkommen, du edler Gast, 
den Sünder nicht verschmähet hast. 
Und kömmst ins Elend her zu mir, 
wie soll ich immer danken dir? 

You are welcome, noble guest, 
the sinner you have not scorned. 
And you come in misery to me, 
how shall I ever thank you? 

5. Ach Herr, du Schöpfer aller Ding, 
wie bist du word en so gering, 
daß du da liegst auf dürem Gras, 
davon ein Rind und Esel fraß. 

Ah Lord, you Creator of all things, 
how did you become so lowly, 
that you would lie on the dry grass, 
on which the ox and donkey feed. 

6. Ach mein herzliebes Jesulein, 
mach dir ein rein sanft Bettelein, 
zu ruhn in meines Herzens Schrein, 
daß ich nimmer vergeße dein. 

Ah my dear little Jesus, 
make you a pure, soft little bed, 
to rest in my heart’s shrine, 
so that I never forget you. 

7. Lob, Ehr sei Gott im höchsten Thron, 
der uns schenkt seinen ein'gen Sohn, 
des freuet sich der Engel Schar 
und singen uns solch neues Jahr. 
 
-Martin Luther  

Praise, glory be to God in the highest throne, 
He who gave us his only son, 
the angels rejoice 
and sing to us the new year. 
 
-Martin Luther 
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Appendix B: Glossary of Musical-Rhetorical Devices50 
 

Anabasis — An ascending musical passage which expresses ascending or exalted images 
or affections 

 
Analepsis — A repetition of a noema at a different pitch 
 
Anaphora — A repeating bass line; ground bass 
 
Anticipatio — An upper or lower neighboring note after a principal note, prematurely 

introducing a note or harmony belonging to the subsequent chord 
 
Aposiopesis — A rest in one or all voices of a composition 
 
Catabasis — A descending musical passage which expresses descending, lowly, or 

negative images or affections 
 
Circulatio — A series of usually eight notes in a circular or sine wave formation 
 
Complexio — A musical passage which repeats its opening phrase at its conclusion 
 
Diminutio — Various elaborations of longer notes through subdivision into notes of 

lesser duration 
 
Dubitatio — An intentionally ambiguous rhythmic or harmonic progression 
 
Epizeuxis — an immediate and emphatic repetition of a word, note, motif, or phrase. 
 
Gradatio — (1) A sequence of notes in one voice repeated either at a higher or lower 

pitch; (2) two voices moving in ascending or descending parallel motion; (3) a 
gradual increase or rise in sound and pitch, creating a growth in intensity 

 
Hypotyposis — A vivid musical representation of images found in the accompanying 

text 
 
Mimesis — (1) a repetition of a noema at a different pitch; (2) an approximate rather than 

strict imitation of a subject at different pitches. 
 

                                                
50 All definitions taken from: Dietrich Bartel, Musica Poetica: Musical-Rhetorical Figures in 

German Baroque Music (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997.) 
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Mutatio Toni — An irregular alteration of the mode 
 
Noema — A homophonic passage within a contrapuntal texture 
 
Paragogue — A cadenza or coda added over a pedal point at the end of a composition 
 
Paronomasia — A repetition of a musical passage, with certain additions or alterations, 

for the sake of greater emphasis 
 
Pathopoeia — A musical passage which seeks to arouse a passionate affection through 

chromaticism or some other means 
 
Saltus Duriusculus — A dissonant leap 
 
Tirata — A rapid scalar passage, spanning a fourth to an octave or more 
 
Trillo/Tremolo — (1) An instrumental or vocal trembling on one note, resulting in a 

wavering pitch or vibrato; (2) A rapid reiteration of one note; (3) A rapid 
alteration of two adjacent notes; a trill 
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